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Bacteria continuously experience changing environments. Their ability to sense their local 
habitat and respond appropriately is essential for their survival. For example, bacteria 
form biofilms to share nutrients and protect themselves from harmful factors. Or they 
synchronize their gene expression patterns within the community for optimal performance 
in response to fluctuations in population density through quorum sensing. Additionally, 
bacteria have evolved chemosensory navigation machineries to sense chemicals around 
them and move towards nutrient-rich regions or away from toxins in the process known 
as chemotaxis. 
Chemotaxis has been extensively investigated in number of bacterial species, 
such as Escherichia coli, Salmonella typhimurium, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 
Helicobacter pylori, and Bacillus subtilis. In the past five decades the study of bacterial 
chemotaxis has been mainly focused on simple molecules, including amino acids and 
sugars, which are essential for cells growth and survival. Although the details of the 
underlying molecular basis in chemotaxis vary among bacterial species, they all share a 
canonical mechanism to sense and respond to these simple molecules. Little is known 
about chemotaxis to other molecules and the governing sensing mechanisms. In this 
work, we studied chemotaxis to unconventional molecules in the B. subtilis bacterium and 
demonstrated the potential molecular mechanisms for sensing these compounds. 
Many biological processes are influenced by pH. Therefore, cells have to sense 
and respond to intracellular and extracellular pH. Chemotaxis to pH has been studied in 
number of bacterial species. We found that B. subtilis also exhibits chemotaxis to pH. 
Interestingly, pH chemotaxis is bidirectional in B. subtilis. McpB and its three paralogs, 
namely McpA, TlpA and TlpB are responsible for pH sensing. We investigated the 
molecular basis for bipolar pH sensing. Modified capillary assay was used to measure 
responses to opposite pH gradients. Through in vivo chimeric receptor and site-directed 
mutagenesis studies, we found that the lower regions of the extracellular ligand binding 
domains of the chemoreceptors are involved in pH sensing. In particular, we identified 
number of key amino acid residues that define the polarity of pH sensing. 
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We recently found that B. subtilis performs chemotaxis to DNA. While DNA can 
serve as a nutrient for B. subtilis, our data suggest that the chemotaxis response is not to 
the DNA itself but rather to the information encoded within the DNA. Our evidence comes 
from experiments showing that B. subtilis prefers the DNA of more closely related species 
than the DNA of more distantly related ones. These results suggest that B. subtilis 
responds to particular DNA sequences that are enriched within the genomes of closely 
related bacteria. We employed the in vivo capillary assay to measure chemotaxis to DNA 
from different organisms. We then used SELEX-Seq to identify the specific sequences of 
DNA that B. subtilis responds to. The binding properties of these sequences were then 
evaluated using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) and the in vitro receptor-kinase 
assay. Chemotaxis to DNA is dose-dependent. Among the organisms tested, Bacilli are 
the preferred sources of DNA. McpC is the sole chemoreceptor for DNA. Using SELEX-
Seq, we identified a number of chemotactic DNA motifs. The abundance of these motifs 
partially explains the organismal preference of DNA chemotaxis. While the physiological 
role of DNA chemotaxis is unknown, its selectivity suggests that it may be involved in 
horizontal gene transfer or kin selection. 
Alcohols are known for their antibacterial activity. E. coli, for example, performs 
chemotaxis away from straight and branched alcohols. Unexpectedly, we found that B. 
subtilis can exhibit chemotaxis towards short-chain alcohols. Among ten chemoreceptors 
of B. subtilis, HemAT and McpB were found to sense alcohols. In this study, we 
investigated the mechanism for sensing these alcohols. In vivo chemotaxis responses 
were measured using the capillary assay. In vitro chemotaxis responses were measured 
using the kinase assay. We found that the alcohol response is dose dependent, and the 
kinase assays indicated that alcohol may directly interacts with chemoreceptors. Analysis 
of chimeric chemoreceptors revealed that the cytoplasmic domain of McpB is involved in 
sensing alcohols. In addition, the sensing domain of HemAT was analyzed using UV 
spectroscopy. UV spectroscopy suggests that alcohols do not directly bind or interact with 
the heme group within the HemAT sensor domain. However, Isothermal Titration 
Calorimetry analysis demonstrated that the cytoplasmic signaling regions of both McpB 
and HemAT can directly bind ethanol. Interestingly, B. subtilis does not consume alcohol. 
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Chemotaxis refers to the directed movement of cells in response to external chemical 
gradients [1]. It is involved in diverse biological processes that include foraging, infection, 
development, biofilm formation, wound healing, embryonic development, metastasis, and 
the immune response. It occurs in many bacterial, archaeal, and eukaryotic cells [2], [3] 
(Fig 1.1). 
The bacterial chemotaxis system is one of the best studied signal transduction 
systems. The guided motility of bacteria towards chemicals was first documented in the 
1880’s [4] (Fig 1.2). However, the molecular basis underlying signal transduction only 
began to be understood at the end of the 20th century when Julius Adler started 
investigating the behavioral response of Escherichia coli to various chemicals [5]. 
Subsequent works established that chemotaxis responses are mediated by receptors at 
the cell surface that are propagated through the cytoplasm by a two-component signal 
transduction system to cause appropriate changes in the flagella behavior. Two-
component systems are the most common types of signal transduction systems in 
bacteria and archaea that control many processes like gene expression, sporulation and 
chemotaxis. In this system, signal transmission occurs by phosphorylation of a histidine 
kinase, which affects the phosphorylation of the response regulator that produces the 
cellular response to the signal [6]. 
Enteric bacteria like E. coli and Salmonella typhimurium have been the paradigm 
for understanding molecular mechanisms in chemotaxis [5], [7]. While less is known about 
chemotaxis in other bacteria, including B. subtilis, all bacteria appear to employ the same 
core signaling pathway to sense chemicals in their environment. This core pathway 
involves a modified two-component signal transduction system consisting of the CheA 
histidine kinase and CheY response regulator. CheA forms a stable ternary complex with 
the chemoreceptors, which are often transmembrane, and the CheW adaptor protein, 
which links the kinase and receptors together [8], [9] (Fig 1.3A). These complexes form 
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large hexagonally ordered arrays in the cell [10] (Fig 1.4). Attractants and repellents alter 
the rate of CheA autophosphorylation, either by directly binding the receptors or by 
indirectly interacting with them through intermediate binding proteins. CheA 
phosphorylates CheY by transferring the phosphate from CheA to CheY. Phosphorylated 
CheY (CheYp) binds to the flagellar motors and alters the direction and/or speed of 
rotation, depending on the bacterium. In the case of B. subtilis, CheYp provides the run 
signal as it induces counter-clockwise rotation of flagella [12, 13]. Attractants induce runs 
by increasing receptor-kinase activity in B. subtilis, leading to more CheYp [11], [12]. 
Unlike eukaryotic cells, most bacteria are unable to spatially sense chemical 
gradients due to their small size [13]; rather, they employ a temporal mechanism where 
the cells detect the chemical gradient by comparing the currently sensed chemical 
concentration with that sensed in the recent past [14]. If conditions are improving, for 
example when the cell is moving towards a source of nutrients (i.e. an attractant), then it 
will continue “running” along its current path. If conditions are deteriorating, for example 
when the cell is moving away from the nutrient source, then it will tumble and try to find a 
new path that yields a more favorable trajectory. A key element of this temporal gradient 
sensing mechanism is that bacteria respond only to changes in chemical concentrations 
rather than their absolute values through a process known as sensory adaptation [15] 
(Fig 1.3B). 
Receptor methylation plays a central role in the sensory adaptation systems of B. 
subtilis. Two enzymes, CheR and CheB, respectively, add and remove methyl groups 
from conserved glutamate residues on the receptors [16], [17]. Unlike the well-studied 
methylation system involved in E. coli chemotaxis, receptor methylation in B. subtilis is 
believed to alter receptor-kinase activity in a site-specific manner [18], [19]. McpB, the 
canonical chemotaxis receptor for B. subtilis and the sole receptor for the attractant 
asparagine, has three methylation sites located at residues 371, 630, and 637. 
In addition to receptor methylation, B. subtilis employs two extra adaptation 
systems for chemotaxis: the CheC/CheD/CheYp and CheV systems. CheC is a weak 
CheYp phosphatase [20] and CheD is a receptor deamidase [21]. However, the 
enzymatic functions of these two proteins are secondary to their role as adaptation 
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proteins [22], [23]. In particular, these two proteins participate in a negative feedback loop 
that regulates CheA activity in response to CheYp levels[22], [24]. 
CheV is a two-domain protein consisting of an N-terminal CheW-like adaptor 
domain and a C-terminal CheY-like response regulator domain [24]. It is partially 
redundant to CheW, indicating that it can independently couple the receptors to the CheA 
kinase [24]. CheV is also phosphorylated by CheA, and its phosphorylation is necessary 
for chemotaxis [25]. In particular, cells with CheV phosphorylation mutants are unable to 
adapt to the addition or removal of asparagine. Based on these data, we have previously 
speculated that CheV functions in a negative feedback loop, where phosphorylation 
inhibits the coupling between the receptors and CheA [26]. Such a mechanism could 
explain how the CheV adaptation system functions. However, the mechanism may be 
more complex. 
B. subtilis is a Gram-positive bacterium [27]. This rod-shaped bacterium is 
commonly found in the soil and water. It is aerobic and forms spores [28]. B. subtilis is 
motile and exhibits chemotaxis to a number of chemicals [29]–[31]. As a brief background, 
B. subtilis moves in liquids and swarms over surfaces using flagella, which consist of long 
filaments attached to rotary motors embedded within the cell membrane [7]. In the case 
of liquids, the cells are able to swim up or down chemical gradients in a manner akin to a 
biased random walk by transitioning between smooth runs and reorientating tumbles, 
which result from changes in the direction of flagellar rotation. B. subtilis has 10 
chemoreceptors (Fig 1.5A). HemAT is the most abundant chemoreceptor [38]. It is a 
soluble protein and contains a heme group that directly bind oxygen molecule and triggers 
aerotaxis response [32]. McpC is a membrane-associated chemoreceptor, which mediate 
chemotaxis response to almost all 20 proteinogenic amino acids via direct sensing or an 
indirect mechanism [33]. Additionally, it can mediate chemotaxis to carbohydrates 
through its cytoplasmic signaling module [34]. McpB is another transmembrane 
chemoreceptor, which can recognize four amino acids [35]. Interestingly, it is the sole 
chemoreceptor for asparagine. McpB has three paralogs in B. subtilis: McpA, TlpA, and 
TlpB [35]. No ligands have been identified for these receptors, and little is known about 
their sensing abilities (Fig 1.5B). 
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Chemotaxis is generally known as a process that allow bacteria to find nutrients or 
escape harm such as toxins. Therefore, bacteria have adopted a strategy to move in one 
direction either towards higher concentrations of nutrients or towards lower 
concentrations of toxins, in which the conditions are optimal for survival. This process 
typically involves a direct or indirect interaction of chemical compounds with their cognate 
chemoreceptors. Optimal conditions do not always occur at extreme levels. For example, 
optimal pH and temperature ranges for bacteria happen at intermediate levels of gradient. 
Here, the bidirectional chemotaxis is the reasonable strategy. Chemotaxis to pH and 
temperature has been documented in a few bacteria [36], [37]. For example, Escherichia 
coli and Salmonella typhimurium can move in either direction of pH gradient [36]. Another 
example is Helicobacter pylori, which show chemotaxis response against acid [38]. pH 
sensing does not involve direct interaction of a ligand with its chemoreceptor [39]. Instead, 
changes in protonation state of key amino acids trigger chemosensory responses to pH. 
In this work, we found that B. subtilis can perform chemotaxis in both directions of pH 
gradients. In particular, we identified a new class of protein domains that are responsible 
for pH sensing. The details of this work are discussed in Chapter 2. 
B. subtilis is one of the ubiquitous bacterial species on earth. Several strains have 
evolved different mechanisms to adapt to diverse environmental settings. For example, 
some B. subtilis strains are naturally competent, meaning that they are capable of taking 
up extracellular DNA and then recombining homologous fragments into their chromosome 
in a process known as transformation [40], [41]. As a mechanism of horizontal gene 
transfer, natural competence generally allows bacteria to acquire new genes to better 
adapt to their environments. This process is not unique for B. subtilis. More that 65 
species of both Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria, are known to be naturally 
competent [42].Some bacterial species are selective in the DNA that they incorporate and 
usually prefer the DNAs from the closely related species [43]. Some other bacteria are 
selective in the DNA that they uptake during transformation. This mechanism involves 
recognition of 10-12 bp-long specific DNA sequences known as DUS, which are repeated 
frequently throughout the genome [44]. DUS have not been identified in B. subtilis. How 
this bacterium targets and recombines the DNA fragments originated from the closely 
related species is an exciting topic that is not addressed yet. In this work, we discover 
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that B. subtilis can perform chemotaxis to specific DNA sequences that are abundant in 
the chromosome of its own and of the closely related species. This discovery may 
potentially address this biological paradox. Our findings and the relevant discussions are 
in Chapter 3. 
Number of B. subtilis strains have been isolated from the rhizosphere of a variety 
of plants [45], [46]. These strains can grow in close association with plant root surface as 
biofilm [45]. Most of these associations are of symbiotic relationships. Chemotaxis is 
shown to promote plant growth. Recently, a study demonstrated that B. subtilis 
chemotaxis towards exudates of Arabidopsis thaliana roots was essential for early 
colonization of the plant’s roots [47]. Although the identity of chemicals in root exudates 
were not known, they hypothesized that chemotaxis was mainly towards amino acids and 
sugars. Some plants roots secrete ethanol under anoxic condition. Ethanol production 
was shown to promote the plant growth [48]. In an unexpected discovery, we found that 
B. subtilis can move towards short-chain alcohols. Strikingly, we observed that alcohol 
sensing does not follow the canonical amino acid sensing model in bacteria. In Chapter 
4, we also discussed one of the potential biological significances of B. subtilis chemotaxis 
to alcohols that was associated with chemotaxis to plant roots. 
Chemotaxis in B. subtilis has been extensively investigated in the past four 
decades. Most of these studies have focused on chemotaxis towards amino acids and 
simple sugars and the molecular mechanism for sensing these molecules were similar to 
the known canonical models. In this PhD work, we discovered new ranges of molecules 
that elicit chemosensory responses in B. subtilis. Strikingly, the sensing mechanisms for 
these molecules significantly deviate from the known canonical models. We envision that 
further investigation of these noncanonical sensing mechanisms will extend our 
understanding of the signal transduction in bacterial chemotaxis and perhaps in whole 
biology. The significance of this study is DNA chemotaxis discovery. We identified a 
unique chemoreceptor, which can sense specific DNA sequences. We hope that DNA 































Figure 1.2. Most motile bacteria use flagella to swim in liquid and semi-solid 
environments. (A) Flagellated bacteria employ Run/Tumble strategy to swim. (B) In 
isotropic environments, their swimming behavior is similar to the random walk motion. 





















Figure 1.3. B. subtilis chemosensing mechanism. (A) The core signal transduction 
pathway is shown in color and the three adaptation systems are shown in gray. (B) 




Figure 1.4. Schematic representation of the transmembrane chemoreceptor structure as 
an individual monomer, a dimer, a trimer of dimers, and a hexanol array. Cryoelectron 




Figure 1.5. B. subtilis has 10 chemoreceptors. (A) Schematic representation of different 
chemoreceptors and their ligand binding domain structures. McpB and its three paralogs 
are highlighted in green. (B) Average number of chemoreceptor copies expressed in 
minimal growth condition and their chemoeffectors identified prior to this study. 
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pH regulates several biological activities in living organisms. Metabolic and enzymatic 
reactions, gene expression, cell motility, and cell division are the few examples of many 
that are influenced by pH. Therefore, cells have evolved to sense and respond to pH 
changes to maintain protonation state of the cellular proteins at optimal levels. The ability 
of cells to sense pH and their behavioral responses to pH changes have been studied in 
diverse biological settings, including metastasis [49], fungal pathogens [50], and bacterial 
chemotaxis [39], [51], [52]. Despite the accumulated information about pH-dependent 
sensing and regulation, little is known about the underlying molecular mechanisms. 
Chemotaxis to pH has been investigated in number of bacterial species, including 
Escherichia coli, Salmonella typhimurium [36], [51]–[54] , and Helicobacter pylori [38], 
[39]. In E. coli, for example, chemotaxis to pH is bidirectional meaning that cells can 
respond to both increasing and decreasing pH gradients (Fig 2.1). Two major 
chemoreceptors in E. coli, Tar and Tsr, mediate opposing responses to changes in both 
extracellular pH (pHe) and intracellular pH (pHi) [51]. When expressed as a sole 
chemoreceptor, Tar shows an attractant response to decrease in pH and a repellent 
response to increase in pH while Tsr mediates responses with opposite polarity compared 
to Tar [51]. pHe is believed to be sensed by the extracellular region of these receptors 
[51]. However, the sensing mechanism is not well understood. Tar and Tsr also show 
opposing responses to weak acids and weak bases [53]. These responses are associated 
with the changes in the pHi generated by weak acids or weak bases. The linker region 
between the transmembrane helices and the cytoplasmic signaling domain of Tar and Tsr 
regulates the polarity of these responses [54]. Although exchange of certain amino acid 
residues within the linker region of Tar and Tsr inverted the polarity of the responses to 
pHi, the exact molecular mechanism is not known yet [54]. Chemotaxis to pH in bacteria 
is not always bidirectional and the sensing mechanism in certain species can be notably 
distinct from the E. coli paradigm. For example, the gram-negative gastric pathogen H. 
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pylori, exhibits a chemorepulsive response to acid using one of its transmembrane 
chemoreceptor TlpB [38]. Extracellular region of TlpB contains a PAS domain, with a 
molecule of urea bound with high affinity [39]. Structural and mutational analysis predicted 
that the changes in protonation state of the urea-binding residues disrupt the stability of 
the PAS domain and lead to formation of chemosensory signals [39]. Although the study 
of pH chemotaxis in E. coli and H. pylori has revealed some of the features of pH sensing 
in bacteria, studying other bacterial species can further our knowledge about the 
underlying molecular basis for pH-dependent signal transduction. In this work, we studied 
chemotaxis to extracellular pH (hereafter referred to as pH) in the gram-positive soil 
bacterium Bacillus subtilis. 
B. subtilis has 10 chemoreceptors [55]. Among all, transmembrane 
chemoreceptors, McpC and McpB, are the most-studied ones. McpC, alone can support 
chemotaxis to almost all proteinogenic amino acids through direct or indirect binding [33]. 
McpB can recognize four amino acids and is the sole chemoreceptor for asparagine [35]. 
Additionally, McpB has three paralogs known as McpA, TlpA, and TlpB [35]. Extracellular 
regions of all four chemoreceptors contain double Cache (dCache_1) domain, which is 
the most ubiquitous ligand binding domain identified in bacteria [56]. Despite our 
extensive knowledge about McpB, not much is known about the other three. Chemotaxis 
to pH was not identified in B. subtilis before. In this work, we discovered that B. subtilis 
performs bidirectional chemotaxis to pH gradients. McpB and its three paralogs mediate 
opposing responses to increases and decreases in pH gradients. Through chimeric 
receptor analysis, we characterized the pH sensing region on the extracellular portion of 
two opposite pH sensors. The pH sensing region lies within the lower dCache_1 domain 
of these receptors, which have completely different folded structure compared to the 4-
helix bundle (4HB) structure of Tar and Tsr of E. coli. Additionally, we identified the key 







2.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Growth media and common buffers 
Tryptone broth (Tbr) is 1% Tryptone, 0.5% NaCl. TBAB is short for Tryptose Blood Agar 
Base (Difco) 1% Tryptone, 0.3% Beef Extract, 0.5% NaCl, 1.5% agar. Capillary assay 
minimal medium (CAMM) is 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 1.2 mM MgCl2, 
0.14 mM CaCl2, 1 mM (NH4)2SO4, 0.01 mM MnCl2, 4.2 µM ferric citrate. Chemotaxis 
buffer is 10 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), 0.14 mM CaCl2, 0.3 mM (NH4)2SO4, 
0.1 mM EDTA, 5 mM sodium lactate, 0.05% (v/v) glycerol. 
 
Plasmid and strain construction 
Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this work are listed in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, 
respectively. All B. subtilis strains used in the capillary assay were derived from 
chemotactic strain (che+) OI1085 [57]. Cloning and DNA manipulations were performed 
in NEB 5-alpha Competent E. coli strain. NEB Phusion DNA polymerase was used in all 
PCR-amplification steps of DNA cloning according to the manufacturer’s instructions, 
unless otherwise described. All oligonucleotides were ordered from Integrated DNA 
Technologies (IDT) and are listed in Table 2.3. Sanger DNA sequencing were conducted 
at ACGT, Inc. 
 
Construction of integration vectors of single chemoreceptor expression cassette. Each 
chemoreceptor gene expression cassette containing the ORF, the promoter region, and 
the terminator region was PCR-amplified with B. subtilis 168 chromosome using primer-
encoded EcoRI and BamHI restriction sites (see Table 2.3) and cloned to pAIN750 
plasmid linearized at EcoRI and BamHI restriction sites. Each cloned plasmid was 
isolated and verified by Sanger DNA sequencing. 
 
Construction of integration vectors of chimeric chemoreceptor gene cassettes. Gibson 
assembly technique was employed to swap the desired segment of mcpA gene with the 
corresponding segment of tlpB gene directly on pAIN750mcpA plasmid. In this approach 
the expression of the resultant chimeric gene was placed under the control of mcpA native 
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promoter. Briefly, two opposing primers were designed to prime the DNA synthesis 
outwards from the fusion point of the chimeric gene using PCR. 25 cycles of amplification 
(30 s denaturation at 98°C, 30 s annealing at appropriate annealing temperature, and 4 
minutes elongation at 72°C) were performed with 5 ng pAIN750mcpA as DNA template 
and the corresponding primers (see Table 2.3) in a 50-μL reaction. 2-minute initial 
denaturation at 98°C and 10-minute final elongation at 72°C were used. PCR product was 
visualized on 0.5% agarose gel and the desired DNA fragment was excised and purified 
with Zymo Gel Extraction Kit. A second pair of primers with overlapping regions were 
designed to PCR-amplify the desired fragment of tlpB gene from pAIN750tlpB plasmid. 
PCR product was purified by Zymo PCR DNA purification kit and assembled to long linear 
PCR DNA from previous step by NEB Gibson Assembly Cloning Kit according to 
manufacturer’s recommendations. Finally, Gibson reaction product was transformed into 
competent E. coli strain and the chimeric plasmid was isolated and verified by Sanger 
DNA sequencing. 
 
Construction of integration vectors of site-directed mutagenized chemoreceptor genes. 
Point-mutations were introduced into chemoreceptor genes using inverse PCR method 
with pAIN750mcpA and pAIN750tlpB as DNA templates. Briefly, 5 ng of DNA template 
was subject to 25 cycles of amplification (30 s denaturation at 98°C, 30 s annealing at 
appropriate annealing temperature, and 4 minutes elongation at 72°C) using two 
opposing primers containing mutations (see Table 2.3) in a 50-μL reaction. 2-minute initial 
denaturation at 98°C and 10-minute final elongation at 72°C were used. PCR product was 
visualized on 0.5% agarose gel and the desired DNA fragment was excised and purified 
with Zymo Gel Extraction Kit. Approximately 100 ng of purified DNA was 5’-
phosphorylated by NEB T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (PNK) and blunt-ligated for 2 hours at 
room temperature with NEB phage T4 DNA ligase according to manufacturer’s 
recommendations. Ligation product was heat-inactivated and transformed into competent 
E. coli strain. Mutant plasmid was isolated and verified by Sanger DNA sequencing. 
 
Construction of B. subtilis strains. Each wild type or engineered chemoreceptor gene was 
integrated into amyE locus of B. subtilis strain using double-crossover recombination. 
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Briefly, pAIN750 vector containing the corresponding chemoreceptor gene expression 
cassette was linearized at XhoI restriction site and re-ligated with T4 DNA ligase to create 
long DNA concatemer. Resultant DNA concatemer was then transformed with B. subtilis 
strain carrying mutations in all 10 known chemoreceptors (referred to as D10) using two-
step Spizizen method [41]. Spectinomycin-resistant colonies were then grown on TBAB 
plate supplemented with 1% soluble starch at 37°C overnight. A single colony containing 
receptor gene expression cassette at amyE locus were isolated using Gram Iodine 
solution (0.33% iodine, 0.66% potassium iodide, 1% sodium bicarbonate). 
 
Targeted chemoreceptor genes on B. subtilis chromosome were knocked out using the 
vectors derived from pJSpe (see Table 2.2). pJSpe was derived from pJOE8999, which 
was recently developed for CRISPR/Cas9-based marker-free genome editing in B. 
subtilis [58]. SfiI restriction sites on the original pJOE8999 were inefficient for subcloning 
homology templates. In addition, a 13-bp long DNA scar was remained on the 
chromosome after the DNA fragment was deleted with pJOE8999-derived vector. We 
created pJSpe for efficient assembly of homology templates based on Gibson assembly 
technique and scar-less deletion of DNA fragments. Briefly, a 50-bp annealed 
complementary DNA oligonucleotides containing SpeI restriction site and optimized for 
Gibson assembly was integrated between SfiI restriction sites on pJOE8999 to yield 
pJSpe. For construction of a knockout vector a 20-bp sgRNA target DNA oligonucleotide 
sequence present on ORF of the targeted gene was designed using CRISPy-web online 
tool [59] and the annealed complementary oligonucleotides was subcloned into BsaI 
restriction sites on pJSpe as described in [58]. Two PCR fragments (~600-800 bp) 
flanking targeted gene ORF obtained with B. subtilis 168 chromosome using overlapping 
primers were subcloned into linearized vector at SpeI restriction site by NEB Gibson 
Assembly Cloning Kit according to manufacturer’s recommendations and the final vector 
was verified by Sanger DNA sequencing. The resultant vector was then transformed into 
B. subtilis strain as described in [32] to carry out the knockout. Single colonies were 
isolated and streaked on fresh plates and grown to obtain new single colonies. This step 
was repeated twice to assure that the selected colonies had the desired genotype (colony 
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purification). Additional steps for curing vectors and verifying the genotypes were 
performed as described in [58]. 
 
Capillary assay for chemotaxis 
The capillary assay was performed as described previously [5], [31] to quantitatively 
measure chemotaxis responses to pH and other ligands used in control experiments. 
Briefly, cells were grown for 16 hours at 30 °C on TBAB plates. The cells were then 
scraped from the plates and resuspended to A600 = 0.03 in 5-mL capillary assay minimal 
medium supplemented with 50 μg/mL histidine, methionine, tryptophan and 20 mM 
sorbitol, and 2% Tbr. The cultures were grown to A600 = 0.4-0.45 at 37 °C and 250 rpm 
shaking. At this point, 50 μl of GL solution (5% (v/v) glycerol, 0.5 M sodium lactate) was 
added and cells were incubated for another 15 minutes (at 37 °C, 250 rpm shaking). Cells 
were then washed twice with chemotaxis buffer (pH 7.0) and incubated for additional 25 
minutes (at 37 °C, 250 rpm shaking) to assure that the cells were motile. Cells were 
diluted to A600 = 0.001 in chemotaxis buffer at desired pH values for pH chemotaxis 
experiments and in chemotaxis buffer (pH 7.0) for amino acid control experiments. For 
indole control chemotaxis experiments cells were diluted to A600 = 0.005 in indole solution 
prepared with chemotaxis buffer (pH 7.0). Prior to assay cells were briefly incubated in 
chemotaxis buffer at room temperature (shaking slowly) and then aliquoted into 0.3-mL 
ponds on a slide warmer at 37 °C and closed-end capillary tubes filled with chemotaxis 
buffer (pH 7.0) or amino acid solutions prepared with chemotaxis buffer (pH 7.0) were 
inserted. After certain time (30 minutes for amino acid and 1 hour for pH and indole) cells 
in the capillaries were harvested and transferred to 3 mL of top agar (1% Tryptone, 0.8% 
NaCl, 0.8% agar, 0.5 mM EDTA) and plated onto Tbr (1% Tryptone, 0.5% NaCl, 1.5% 
agar) plates. These plates were incubated at 37 °C for 16 hours and colonies were 
counted to derive the data. Experiments were performed in triplicate and on three different 
days to assure reproducibility. 
 
Bioinformatic analysis 
dCache_1 (double Cache 1) and HAMP domain predictions for McpA and TlpB receptors 
were carried out using phmmer search engine of HMMER web-server and UniProt 
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reference proteomes database at default sequence E-values thresholds [60]. Boundaries 
of both transmembrane alpha helices were first predicted using TMHMM web-server v.2.0 
[61] and then manually adjusted using information from propensity analysis of amino acid 
distributions around lipid/water interfaces [62]. Pairwise amino acid sequence alignments 
between McpA and TlpB for chimeric receptor analysis were performed using EMBOSS 
Water [63] and multiple sequence alignment between McpA, McpB, TlpA, and TlpB for 
mutational analysis were carried out in T-Coffee [63]. Structures of McpA and TlpB amino 
termini (residues 38-278) and HAMP regions (residues 302-351) were predicted using I-
TASSER web-server [64]. C-scores of best predicted structures for amino termini of McpA 
and TlpB were 1.15 and 1.13, respectively. Both models were structurally close to the 
ligand binding region of PctA chemoreceptor from Pseudommonas aeruginosa PAO1 
(PDB entry 5LTX) with TM-score of 0.955 for both McpA and TlpB. C-scores of best 
predicted structures for HAMP domains of McpA and TlpB were 0.76 and 0.77, 
respectively. Both models had the closest structures to HAMP domain of the putative 
archaeal receptor AF1503 (PDB entry 2Y21) [65] with TM-scores of 0.941 for McpA and 
0.927 for TlpB. Visualization of all structures was accomplished using the VMD software 





B. subtilis exhibits bidirectional chemotaxis to external pH gradients. To determine 
whether B. subtilis performs chemotaxis in response to external pH gradients, we 
employed the capillary assay [31], [52]. Briefly, cells suspended in buffer at different pH 
levels (6.0-8.5) were incubated with capillaries filled with buffer pH 7.0 and the number of 
cells that entered the capillaries after 1 h were counted (Fig 2.2). We found that B. subtilis 
exhibits bidirectional chemotaxis to pH in manner similar to what is observed in E. coli 
[51], [52], [67], [68] (Fig 2.3A). In particular, we found the B. subtilis preferentially migrates 
to neutral environments when the cells were initially suspended in buffer with pH 6-8. 
Outside of this range, the cells were less motile and, consequently, chemotaxis was 
reduced. 
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B. subtilis employs three adaptions systems for sensing chemical gradients [26]. 
Of the three systems, the methylation system is the dominant adaptation system for 
sensing amino acid gradients [11]. To determine whether the methylation system is also 
required for pH taxis, we tested whether a DcheRDcheB mutant was capable of pH taxis 
(Fig 2.3B). pH taxis was eliminated in this mutant, indicating that the methylation system 
is necessary for sensing pH gradients. 
 
For chemoreceptors are involved in sensing pH gradients. B. subtilis possesses ten 
chemoreceptors. To determine which chemoreceptors are involved in pH taxis, we tested 
mutants expressing just one chemoreceptor (Fig 2.4A). Of the single chemoreceptor 
mutants, only the one expressing McpA as its sole chemoreceptor was capable of acid 
sensing. In particular, it was the only strain that exhibit chemotaxis to decreases in pH. 
Two single chemoreceptor mutants exhibit base sensing: the strains expressing McpB or 
TlpB as their sole chemoreceptors. In particular, these strains exhibit chemotaxis to 
increases in pH. No significant responses to any changes in pH levels were observed for 
any of the other mutants. 
The genes encoding McpA, McpB, TlpA, and TlpB reside in a four-gene cluster 
[35]. Sine the other three chemoreceptors are involved in pH taxis, we hypothesized that 
TlpA may also be involved even though a strain expressing it as the sole chemoreceptor 
failed to exhibit a response to pH gradients. However, TlpA is weakly expressed: the wild 
type expresses 2000 copies of this chemoreceptor as compared to 16,000 copies for 
McpA [69]. Therefore, we tested whether expressing TlpA form a strong promoter would 
enable pH sensing. When tlpA was expressed as the sole chemoreceptor using the mcpA 
promoter, we observed both acid and base sensing (Fig 2.4A, inset). The acid sensing 
response, however, was stronger than the base sensing response. These results implied 
that TlpA can mediate chemotaxis to both acidic and basic pH levels. 
We next tested the effect of deleting these four chemoreceptors, both individual 
and in combination, on pH sensing (Fig 2.4B). When mcpA was deleted in the wild type 
(DmcpA), we observed a reduction in acid sensing, consistent with this chemoreceptor 
being involving in chemotaxis towards lower pH’s. We also observed an increase in the 
base response. When tlpA was deleted in the wild type (DtlpA), we observed no significant 
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change in pH sensing. However, when both of the chemoreceptors were deleted in the 
wild type (DmcpADtlpA), the acid response was almost completely eliminated. These 
results suggest that McpA and TlpA are the primary chemoreceptors involved in sensing 
acidic gradients. 
When either McpB or TlpB were deleted in the wild type (DmcpB or DtlpB), the 
base response was reduced. In addition, the response to acids increased. When both 
chemoreceptors were deleted (DmcpBDtlpB), the response to base was completely 
eliminated. These results suggest that McpB and TlpB are the chemoreceptors involved 
in sensing basic gradients. 
 
Chimeras between opposing pH sensors revealed pH sensing regions. We showed 
that McpA and TlpB had major contribution to pH chemotaxis as compared with the other 
two. To identify the regions of the chemoreceptors involved in pH-sensing, we constructed 
a set of chimeric receptors by exchanging regions of interest between McpA and TlpB 
and assessed the ability of the chimeras to switch the polarity of pH response. There was 
not much known about McpA and TlpB before. Particularly, no specific ligands were 
identified for these two chemoreceptors in B. subtilis and we ought to find a ligand to be 
able to verify the functionality of our chimeric receptors. Amino acids are typically 
recognized by bacterial chemoreceptors. However, screening all amino acids was a 
laborious task. Instead, we tested casamino acid solution. We found that the mutant 
expressing TlpB as its sole chemoreceptor can mediate chemotaxis to casamino acid 
solution in a dose-dependent manner (data not shown). McpA, however, did not 
recognize casamino acids. Additionally, we found McpA can sense Indole as a repellent 
via its cytoplasmic signaling module (unpublished data). We then used casamino acids 
and indole solutions to verify the functionality of our engineered chemoreceptors. 
To narrow down the pH-sensing region, we first created tlpB362mcpA, tlpB284mcpA, 
tlpB260mcpA, tlpB238mcpA and tlpB180mcpA chimeric genes and expressed each of them 
in B. subtilis strain lacking all 10 chemoreceptors (referred to as D10). In these chimeras, 
N-terminal tlpB module was fused to C-terminal mcpA module and designated number 
represented the last amino acid of the N-terminal module present in the chimera (Fig 2.5). 
When tested in the capillary assay, first four mutants mediated chemotaxis towards 
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casamino acid solution comparable to the wild type TlpB. The mutant expressing 
TlpB180McpA did not (Fig 2.6). Perhaps Casamino acids are sensed by the upper 
dCache_1 domain of TlpB. 
We then measured chemotaxis responses of these mutants to apposing pH 
gradients in the capillary assay. The mutants expressing TlpB362McpA and TlpB284McpA 
showed attractant responses to increase in pH and repellent responses to decrease in 
pH similar to the mutant expressing the wild type TlpB suggesting that the cytoplasmic 
signaling module and the HAMP domain were not directly involved in pH sensing. 
However, the mutants expressing either TlpB260McpA or TlpB238McpA showed attractant 
responses to both increase and decrease in pH (Fig 2.6). These results implied that the 
certain amino acids within the small region spanning residues 260-284 were involved in 
pH sensing. Finally, the mutant expressing TlpB180McpA showed an attractant response 
to decrease in pH and a repellent response to increase in pH just similar to the mutant 
expressing the wild type McpA (Fig 2.6) suggesting that the region spanning the residues 
180-284 was directly involved in pH sensing.  
To confirm whether this region (residues 180-284) was independent of other 
domains and sufficient for pH sensing, we replaced this region on McpA with the 
corresponding one from TlpB (mcpA180tlpB284A) and expressed it on D10 strain. As 
expected, this mutant behaved similar to the mutant expressing the wild type TlpB in 
response to opposite pH gradients. However, it failed to support chemotaxis to casamino 
acid solution (Fig 2.6). We then created two more chimeras, mcpA197tlpB284A and 
mcpA222tlpB284A to further narrow down the regions responsible for pH sensing. The 
mutant expressing McpA197TlpB284A showed an attractant response to increase in pH and 
a repellent response to decrease in pH while the mutant expressing McpA222TlpB284A 
showed weak response to both increase and decrease in pH levels (Fig 2.6). These 
results indicated that the sub-region spanning the residues 197-222 was also involved in 
pH sensing in addition to the other sub-region (260-284) that we identified earlier. 
 
Exchange of key amino acids between two opposite pH receptors inverted the 
polarity of pH sensing. We also attempted to identify the amino acids involved in pH 
sensing. To gain a better insight about the amino acid composition of the identified pH 
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sensing regions, we aligned the amino acid sequences spanning residues 195-284 on 
four pH chemoreceptors (Fig 2.7A). Charged amino acids are more likely to be directly 
involved in pH sensing as their side-chains can be protonated and deprotonated at 
physiologically relevant pH levels. In addition, the polar amino acids may play an indirect 
role in pH sensing by impacting the local amino acids pKa values and/or forming hydrogen 
bonds with side-chains of ionizable amino acid residues. We first focused on the charged 
amino acids that carried opposite signs on their corresponding acid and base receptors. 
Within the pH sensing sub-region spanning residues 260-284, the potential candidate 
residues on TlpB were Gln273-Asp274 pair and the mutual residues on McpA were His273-
Glu274. Within the other pH sensing sub-region spanning residues 197-222, the potential 
candidate residues on TlpB were Ile218-Lys219 pair and the mutual residues on McpA were 
Glu218-Gln219. 
pH sensing sub-regions are separated by about 38 amino acid residues on the 
primary structures of the pH receptors. However, when the predicted tertiary structure of 
TlpB LBD was visualized, we found the amino acid pair Lys199-Glu200 was in close 
proximity of Gln273-Asp274 (Fig 2.7B). Similarly, we observed the mutual Thr199-Gln200 pair 
was in close proximity of His273-Glu274 on McpA (data not shown). Therefore, Lys199-Glu200 
on TlpB and Thr199-Gln200 on McpA were also potential candidate residues for mutational 
analysis as the local amino acid interactions could affect pH sensing. 
We examined the role of the candidate residues in pH sensing by swapping these 
residues with their counterparts on the opposite pH receptors individually and in 
combination. We first replaced Gln273-Asp274 pair on TlpB with their counterpart residues 
His273-Glu274 from McpA. When tested in the capillary assay, cells expressing double 
mutant TlpB-Q273H/D274E partially recovered the response to decrease in pH and 
showed weaker response to increase in pH compare to wild type TlpB (Fig 2.7C). Similar 
phenotype was observed when His273-Glu274 on McpA was swapped with Gln273-Asp274 
from TlpB (Fig 2.7D). These results suggested that Gln273-Asp274 on TlpB and His273-
Glu274 on McpA were indeed involved in pH sensing. Next, we replaced Lys199-Glu200 on 
TlpB with Thr199-Gln200 from McpA. The mutant expressing TlpB-K199T/E200Q showed 
very weak response to both increase or decrease in pH (Fig 2.7C). On the other hand, 
the mutant expressing McpA-T199K/Q200E slightly recovered response to increase in 
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pH and the response to decrease in pH was reduced compared to the wild type McpA 
(Fig 2.7D). When all four candidate amino acid residues on TlpB were swapped with their 
counterpart residues on McpA, the mutant showed an attractant response to decrease in 
pH and a repellent response to increase in pH similar to wild type McpA (Fig 2.7C). 
Similarly, the cells expressing quadruple mutant McpA-T199K/Q200E/ H273Q/E274D 
only showed an attractant response to increase in pH similar to wild type TlpB. Weak 
responses of the TlpB and McpA quadruple mutants to pH changes were likely due to 
disruption of the proteins as result of mutations as the responses of these mutants to 
casamino acids and Indole were also weaker compared to the corresponding wild type 
receptors (Fig 2.7C, D). These results collectively implied that these four amino acid 
residues were sufficient to define the polarity of pH sensing on both McpA and TlpB. 
Therefore, we did not examine Ile218-Lys219 pair on TlpB or Glu218-Gln219 on McpA as 
these residues are located far away from the identified key residues (Fig 2.7B) and likely 





In this study, we discovered that Bacillus subtilis performs bidirectional chemotaxis to 
opposing external pH gradients. McpA is the major acid chemoreceptor while McpB and 
TlpB are the base chemoreceptors. TlpA, however, behaves as both acid and base 
receptor. Chimeric receptors between McpA and TlpB revealed the pH sensing regions 
on these receptors. In particular, we found that the lower region of dCache_1 domain on 
McpA and TlpB is directly involved in pH sensing. Additionally, we identified four key 
amino acid residues within this region that can sufficiently determine the polarity of pH 
sensing. 
 
B. subtilis bidirectional chemotaxis to extracellular pH 
B. subtilis is thought to mainly inhabits soil. However, several B. subtilis strains have also 
been isolated from aquatic and intestinal environments [28]. It seems like this gram-
positive bacterium can dynamically adapt to grow in many diverse environments. How 
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efficiently cells sense and process their surroundings must be an important factor for their 
adaptability to new life settings. B. subtilis has developed a complex chemosensory 
machinery to respond to several environmental stresses. B. subtilis ability to elicit 
chemosensory responses to several stimuli has been investigated. These stimuli were 
mainly associated with amino acids and sugars [31], [33], [34]. Less was known about 
others. In this study, we found that B. subtilis can also exhibit chemotaxis towards 
extracellular pH gradients and the chemotaxis response is bidirectional. Bidirectional 
chemotaxis is not exclusive to B. subtilis. Other bacteria, such as E. coli and S. 
typhimurium, can also perform bidirectional chemotaxis to changes in pH levels [51], [54], 
[72]. Although a few models have been proposed in different bacteria to illustrate a 
mechanism for pH sensing [39], [54], little is known about the exact mechanism in 
molecular level. 
B. subtilis genome possesses ten chemoreceptors [55]. A transmembrane 
receptor, McpC, alone can mediate chemotaxis to almost all amino acids directly or 
indirectly via lipoproteins. McpB, another transmembrane receptor, can recognize four 
amino acids, and is sole chemoreceptor for asparagine [35], [73]. McpB has three 
paralogs in B. subtilis: McpA, TlpA, and TlpB [35]. Little was known about these receptors. 
In this study, we found that these four chemoreceptors can mediate chemotaxis 
responses to opposing pH gradients. When expressed as a sole chemoreceptor, McpB 
and TlpB mediate attractant responses to increase in pH and repellent responses to 
decrease in pH while McpA mediates an attractant response to decrease in pH and a 
repellent response to increase in pH. Interestingly, the mutant expressing TlpA as a sole 
chemoreceptor shows very weak responses to both increase and decrease in pH. When 
overexpressed, however, TlpA’s responses to changes in pH were more pronounced (see 
Fig 2.4A, inset) suggesting that TlpA is both acid and base receptor. 
Due to modular structure of chemoreceptors, chimeric receptors have been widely 
used to identify the receptor regions that interact with chemotactic ligands [51], [54]. For 
example, the intracellular pH (pHi) sensing domain on Tar and Tsr of E. coli was identified 
by studying inverted responses of Tar/Tsr chimeric receptors [54]. Here, we followed a 
similar approach to narrow down the pH sensing regions by inverting the polarity of pH 
responses mediated by two opposite pH receptors in B. subtilis. We created and 
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characterized various chimeras between McpA and TlpB to define the regions responsible 
for pH sensing. In construction of the chimeric genes, we took advantage of the Gibson 
assembly technique to exchange N-terminal and C-terminal modules of the two receptors 
directly on the integration vector. This method was independent of the availability of 
restriction enzyme sites on the receptor genes and allowed us to flexibly and quickly 
examine different chimeric receptors. 
We found that the lower portion of dCache_1 domain on McpA and TlpB are 
responsible for pH sensing and other domains, including TM, HAMP, and cytoplasmic 
signaling region are not directly involved. Our evidence comes from the fact that the 
chimeric receptor, in which the pH sensing region (residues 180-284) was from TlpB and 
the remainder of the chimera was from McpA, behaved similar to the wild type TlpB (see 
Fig 2.6). Further investigation of this region revealed two isolated sub-regions, which were 
likely involved in pH sensing. We hypothesized that the interactions between certain key 
amino acid residues within these two sub-regions could induce signaling upon changes 
in local pH. Through tertiary structure analysis and site-directed mutagenesis, we 
identified four key amino acid residues that determined the polarity of the responses to 
pH gradients. In particular, when we replaced these amino acids on either an acid or a 
base receptor with their counterparts within the opposite receptor, the responses to pH 
gradients were inverted. 
Our goal in this work was to determine the molecular basis of pH sensing in two 
major pH sensors using a limited number of mutations. Because of this, we did not 
investigate the exact role of each of four amino acid residues. Instead, we mutated amino 
acid residues in pairs. Indeed, more comprehensive mutational analysis could give a finer 
picture of the interactions between the identified amino acids. We also predict that McpB 
and TlpA may employ similar mechanisms to those of McpA and TlpB to detect the 
changes in pH. Our prediction is supported by the fact that the four pH receptors share 
highly similar amino acids at four key residues that are involved in pH sensing. The 
mechanism of pH sensing by TlpA, however, may differ slightly from the rest as this 
chemoreceptor can mediate attractant responses to both acid and base when it is 
overexpressed (see Fig 2.4A, inset). One possible explanation for such behavior is that 
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TlpA shares the same or similar amino acids with both acid and base receptors at the key 
positions (compare amino acid residues at 199-200 and 273-274 on Fig 5A). 
 
Model for pH sensing and signaling 
We wanted to know how chemoreceptors elicit sensory responses to change in 
extracellular pH levels. A few models have been proposed to describe signaling 
mechanisms in chemoreceptors. For instance, it is believed that binding of aspartate to 
extracellular sensing domain of Tar receptor in E. coli induces a piston-like movement in 
TM2 domain. This downward movement is then translated into conformational change in 
the distal cytoplasmic signaling module by the HAMP domain, which in turn inhibits 
phosphorylation of CheA histidine kinase [74], [75]. A different model explained signaling 
in B. subtilis. Data from in vivo disulfide crosslinking on TM1 and TM2 surfaces indicates 
that when asparagine binds McpB extracellular ligand binding domain, helix TM1 rotates 
counterclockwise while TM2 does not move with respect to TM2’ in the dimer structure. 
This rotational movement then induces a conformational change in TM domain of McpB 
dimers as an excitation signal for the cytoplasmic signaling module [76], [77]. These 
models illustrate signaling mechanisms when ligands directly bind the chemoreceptors. 
Little is known about sensing and signaling mechanisms when chemoreceptors undergo 
conformational transitions upon changes in pH. One group recently predicted a 
mechanism for signaling in acid-sensing chemoreceptor TlpB in H. pylori. In their model 
a molecule of urea bound to the PAS domain of TlpB and its interaction with the 
neighboring amino acid residues are responsible for detection of changes in pH [39]. 
In this work, a new class of pH sensing domain is introduced, which does not 
involve a cofactor. We demonstrated that Lys199-Glu200 and Gln273-Asp274 pairs on TlpB 
and Thr199-Gln200 and His273-Glu274 pairs on McpA are responsible for pH sensing. When 
we mutually swapped these four resides between TlpB and McpA, the polarity of the in 
vivo responses to pH changes was completely inverted. Interestingly, the predicted 
tertiary structures of the extracellular regions of TlpB and McpA reveal that the key amino 
acid residues are in close proximity of one another in the folded proteins, favoring the 
hypothesis that the direct interaction of these residues may confer the signaling state. 
One may argue that these amino acid pairs are not oriented towards each other on the 
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predicted structure (see Fig 2.7B), dismissing the likelihood of direct interaction. This 
argument can be addressed in two ways. First, the structure was only predicted for the 
extracellular region of the receptor and the local conformation of the pH sensing regions 
may slightly change when the full the receptor was considered. Specially, the orientation 
of Gln273-Asp274 pair on TlpB and His273-Glu274 pair on McpA might be different in full-
length receptor structures as these residues are located on TM2-proximal helix that is 
immediately extended into the membrane. Second, the confidence scores of the predicted 
structures significantly drop for the last few amino acid residues (data not shown) implying 
that the structural prediction of TM2-proximal helix might not be accurate. 
Now the question is how changes in pH impact the interaction of the key amino 
acid residues to bring about signaling? Side-chains of ionizable amino acids can accept 
or donate protons as the local pH varies. It is generally thought that the changes in 
protonation state of ionizable amino acids can lead to conformational changes in protein 
and possibly alter its signaling activity. These conformational changes are typically 
induced by formation or loss of hydrogen bonds between neighboring amino acids. 
Protonation state of ionizable amino acids largely relies on their local pKa values. Local 
pKa of an amino acid in folded protein depends on its interactions with neighbor amino 
acids. As the result of such interactions, including charge-dipole, charge-charge, and ion-
pairs, pKa values can be significantly different from the intrinsic pKa (pKa-int) values 
measured in blocked pentapeptides [78]. For example, pKa of Lys can be as low as 5.7 
and pKa of Asp can be as high as 9.2 in folded proteins [78]. 
Increase in pH can directly affect three ionizable residues on TlpB: Asp274, Lys199, 
and Glu200. The point mutation D274N did not impact the wild type-like responses to pH 
changes (Fig 2.8), suggesting that either the protonation state of Asp274 remains intact or 
only the lone pairs on OD1 are engaged with other residues via hydrogen bonds. 
However, the double mutant K199T/E200Q remarkably reduced the response to increase 
in pH. This result implies that pH increase affects the protonation state of one or both of 
Lys199 or/and Glu200. Different scenarios can be proposed to explain sensory response of 
TlpB to increase in pH. One possible scenario is that at lower pH (e.g. pH=6) Lys199 and/or 
Glu200 are in their protonated state and form stable hydrogen bonds with Gln273 or/and 
Asp274. As pH increases Lys199 and/or Glu200 likely become deprotonated and loss of the 
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hydrogen bonds destabilizes the local structure of lower dCache_1 region and TM2 
proximal helix. This structural transition is then propagated through TM2 to HAMP domain 
and subsequently to distal cytoplasmic signaling module and induces 
autophosphorylation of CheA histidine kinase (Fig 2.9A). 
In case of McpA, the ionizable residues are His273 and Glu274 and can potentially 
tune the sensory responses to pH changes. The other two key residues Thr199 and Gln200 
contain polar side-chains and should be insensitive to pH changes. As expected, the 
double mutant H273Q/E274D showed reduced response to decrease in pH and slightly 
recovered the response to increase to pH. His273 seems to play a pivotal role as the point 
mutation E274Q did not really impact wild type responses to pH gradients (Fig 2.8). We 
predict that in relatively high pH (e.g. pH=8), His273 is in its neutral form. As pH decreases 
His273 becomes protonated and form more stable hydrogen bonds with one or both of 
Thr199 and Gln200 and alters the local conformation. Similar to TlpB case, this 
conformational change in TM2-proximal helix is extended through TM2 domain to the 
HAMP domain and induces structural transition in signaling module, which in turn promote 





In this study, we discovered that B. subtilis can perform chemotaxis to extracellular pH 
gradients in both directions. Perhaps, bidirectional chemotaxis allows B. subtilis to find an 
environment with the pH range that is suitable for growth and proliferation. We identified 
four paralogous chemoreceptors that can mediate responses to increases and decreases 
of pH. Using in vivo chimeric receptor analysis and site-directed mutagenesis, we 
identified four key amino acid residues that define the polarity of pH sensing in two major 
acid and base receptors. Finally, we predicted that the changes in pH levels likely alter 
the interactions between these amino acid residues and subsequently disrupt the local 
structure of the pH sensing region, which in turn induces signaling. Although a few models 
have been proposed to explain signaling in McpB receptor of B. subtilis, the exact 
mechanism is not well-understood. We hope this work further our understanding of 
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chemosensory signal transduction in B. subtilis and lead to development of more accurate 
models in the future. 
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2.6. TABLES AND FIGURES 
 
Table 2.1. Strains used in this study 
Strain Relevant genotype or description Reference 
5-alpha E. coli cloning host NEB 
OI3269 Bacillus subtilis 168, trpC2  Ordal Lab1 
OI1085 trpF7 hisH2 metC che+ [57] 
OI3017 cheB/ cheR::cat [79] 
PTS324 ΔmcpA This work 
PTS325 ΔtlpA This work 
PTS185 ΔmcpB This work 
PTS186 ΔtlpB This work 
PTS334 ΔmcpA ΔtlpA This work 
PTS187 ΔtlpB ΔmcpB This work 
OI3545 Δ10mcp, ErmR, CmR, KanR ,che+ [32] 
OI3921 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpA, SpcR [21] 
OI3605 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpB, SpcR [34] 
OI3974 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpC, SpcR [21] 
OI4474 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpA, SpcR This work 
OI4475 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpB, SpcR This work 
OI4483 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpC, SpcR This work 
OI4476 OI3545 amyE5720::yfmS, SpcR This work 
OI4477 OI3545 amyE5720::yvaQ, SpcR This work 
OI4482 OI3545 amyE5720::hemAT, SpcR This work 
OI4479 OI3545 amyE5720::yoaH, SpcR This work 
PTS163 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpB284mcpA, SpcR This work 
PTS165 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpB362mcpA, SpcR This work 
PTS368 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpB261mcpA, SpcR This work 
PTS493 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpB238mcpA, SpcR This work 
PTS505 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpB180mcpA, SpcR This work 
PTS500 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpA180 tlpB284 A, SpcR This work 
PTS507 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpA197 tlpB284 A, SpcR This work 
PTS509 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpA222 tlpB284 A, SpcR This work 
PTS441 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpB[Q273H][D274E], SpcR This work 
PTS421 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpB[K199T][E200Q], SpcR This work 
PTS464 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpB[Q273H][D274E][K199T][E200Q], 
SpcR This work 
PTS373 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpA[H273Q][E274D], SpcR This work 
PTS462 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpA[T199K][Q200E], SpcR This work 
PTS481 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpA[H273Q][E274D][T199K][Q200E], 
SpcR This work 
PTS251 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpB[D274N], SpcR This work 
PTS276 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpA[E274Q], SpcR This work 
GB041 OI3545 amyE5720::PmcpA::tlpA, SpcR Unpublished2 
  
                                               
1 Unpublished strain was available at Dr. George W. Ordal laboratory strain collection. 
2 This strain is initially built for another project led by the author of this dissertation with collaboration with 
Girija Bodhanker. 
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Table 2.2. Plasmids used in this study 
Plasmid Description Reference 
pJOE8999 Shuttle vector for Cas9 expression and tracrRNA transcription; KanR [58] 
pJSpe Modified pJOE8999 optimized for Gibson assembly of homology templates; 
KanR 
This work 
pPT058 pJSpe::mcpB (mcpB knockout vector) This work 
pPT074 pJSpe::tlpB (tlpB knockout vector) This work 
pPT116 pJSpe::mcpA (mcpA knockout vector) This work 
pPT118 pJSpe::tlpA (tlpA knockout vector) This work 
pPT141 pJSpe::mcpA-tlpA (mcpA-tlpA knockout vector) This work 
pAIN750 B. subtilis amyE integration vector; AmpR, SpcR [21] 
pAIN750mcpA pAIN750::mcpA [21] 
pAIN750mcpB pAIN750::mcpB [34] 
pAIN750mcpC pAIN750::mcpC [21] 
pAIN750tlpA pAIN750::tlpA This work 
pAIN750tlpB pAIN750::tlpB This work 
pAIN750tlpC pAIN750::tlpC This work 
pAIN750yfmS pAIN750::yfmS This work 
pAIN750yvaQ pAIN750::yvaQ This work 
pAIN750hemAT pAIN750::hemAT This work 
pAIN750yoaH pAIN750::yoaH This work 
pPT065 pAIN750::tlpB362mcpA This work 
pPT063 pAIN750::tlpB284mcpA This work 
pPT143 pAIN750::tlpB261mcpA This work 
pPT224 pAIN750::tlpB238mcpA This work 
pPT234 pAIN750::tlpB180mcpA This work 
pPT233 pAIN750::mcpA180 tlpB284 A This work 
pPT236 pAIN750::mcpA197 tlpB284 A This work 
pPT237 pAIN750::mcpA222 tlpB284 A This work 
pPT129 pAIN750::tlpB[Q273H][D274E] This work 
pPT162 pAIN750::tlpB[K199T][E200Q] This work 
pPT202 pAIN750::tlpB[Q273H][D274E][K199T][E200Q] This work 
pPT196 pAIN750::mcpA[H273Q][E274D] This work 
pPT163 pAIN750::mcpA[T199K][ Q200E] This work 
pPT222 pAIN750::mcpA[H273Q][E274D][T199K][Q200E] This work 
pPT101 pAIN750::tlpB[D274N] This work 
pPT107 pAIN750::mcpA[E274Q] This work 
pGB045 pAIN750::PmcpA::tlpA Unpublished 
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Table 2.3. Oligonucleotides used in this study 
Name Sequence Purpose 
MP090 5’TCAACCAGCATAGTAAGAATACTAGTCTTACTGGACATCGGCAGTTCATA Construction of 
pJSpe MP091 5’GAACTGCCGATGTCCAGTAAGACTAGTATTCTTACTATGCTGGTTGACGT 
PT111F 5’ACCAGCATAGTAAGAATATTGGCTCAAAATAAAAGCATAG 
PCR of homology 





PT113F 5’TACGCTGTCATTCGCATACATTTT Target sequence for 
mcpB gene deletion PT113R 5’TACGCTGTCATTCGCATACATTTT 
PT250F 5’ACCAGCATAGTAAGAATAATCGTTAATATACTGCTCGGCTTC 
PCR of homology 





PT249F 5’TACGAAGCCCGGTGCTGAACACTG Target sequence for 
tlpB gene deletion PT249R 5’AAACCAGTGTTCAGCACCGGGCTT 
PT323F 5’ACCAGCATAGTAAGAATATGTCCAATCGCCGGAACC 
PCR of homology 





PT322F 5’TACGGAAGCGGAGCAAGTCGTACG Target sequence for 
mcpA gene deletion PT322R 5’AAACCGTACGACTTGCTCCGCTTC 
PT327F 5’ACCAGCATAGTAAGAATACAGTTCCTGATTGTTCATTAG 
PCR of homology 





PT326F 5’TACGCGTCAAACGGTGGATGGGTC Target sequence for 
tlpA & mcpA-tlpA 
genes deletion PT326R 5’AAACGACCCATCCACCGTTTGACG 
PT354F 5’CAACCAGCATAGTAAGAATAATATACTTGGTTTGTCCAATCG 
PCR of homology 
templates for mcpA-




tlpA-F 5’GTAGAATTCGCAGATGGCAGAAGAGCTTCG Construction of 
pAIN750tlpA tlpA-R 5’TGAGGATCCGATCGACAGAAAGGAAACGAG 
tlpB-F 5’CGCGAATTCAAGAAATCAGCTCGTCTGC Construction of 
pAIN750tlpB tlpB-R 5’TATGGATCCCTCTACGCCTTTAGGTAGCTG 
tlpC-F 5’GGCGAATTCAACTATGTTCACTCACCACG Construction of 
pAIN750tlpC tlpC-R 5’TGAGGATTCGATGTCCGTCGTGATGTT 
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Table 2.3. Oligonucleotides used in this study (continued) 
 
Name Sequence Purpose 
yfmS-F 5’CTGGAATTCGAAACGCATTGAAACAGG Construction of 
pAIN750yfmS yfmS-R 5’ACTGGATCCGCTCATGGTTCCTATCAATC 
yvaQ-F 5’CTGGAATTCGGCACTAGCACCCATATTAGG Construction of 
pAIN750yvaQ yvaQ-R 5’TGAGGATCCAAACGCAACAAACGGAACTG 
hemAT-F 5’CAGGAATTCATCTGGCGAAGTTGTAGAGG Construction of 
pAIN750hemAT hemAT-R 5’ATAGGATCCCACCCGTTCCGATTACATT 
yoaH-F 5’CTGAATGCAGAATTCCTATAAAACTTGATAACACGTGTCGAT Construction of 
pAIN750yoaH yoaH-R 5’ACGTTGTGCGGATCCATTAGAAAAAGGATTGGCTGAAACTCA 
PT233F 5’CATTCATTTCTCCTTTTTTATGCTACC Long PCR for 
construction of pPT065 PT237R 5’AATGTTGCCGCTTCCTCTG 
PT238F 5’AGGAAGCGGCAACATTTTCTACAGACGTTTGAATAACG PCR of insert for 
construction of pPT065 PT234R 5’TAAAAAAGGAGAAATGAATGATGGGAAAATTCATACAATG 
PT233F 5’CATTCATTTCTCCTTTTTTATGCTACC Long PCR for 
construction of pPT063 PT233R 5’ATTGTCTTGGCCGCAGCTATTATC 
PT234F 5’CTGCGGCCAAGACAATAACCGCAGTGTTCAGCAC PCR of insert for 
construction of pPT063 PT234R 5’TAAAAAAGGAGAAATGAATGATGGGAAAATTCATACAATG 
PT359F 5’CATTCATTTCTCCTTTTTTATG Long PCR for 
construction of pPT143 PT359R 5’AAGATCGGCGGCACCATG 
PT360F 5’TACATGGTGCCGCCGATCTTCCAGCCAGTCAGTTTATTTG PCR of insert for 
construction of pPT143 PT360R 5’TAAAAAAGGAGAAATGAATGATGGGAAAATTCATACAATG 
PT548F 5’CATTCATTTCTCCTTTTTTATG Long PCR for 
construction of pPT224 PT548R 5’GATTTTCAATACACCATGGATG 
PT549F 5’CCATGGTGTATTGAAAATCGCCTTCTTTTTTGGAATATAC PCR of insert for 
construction of pPT224 PT549R 5’AAAAAAGGAGAAATGAATGATGGGAAAATTCATACAATG 
PT556F 5’TGCGATAACGCCTGAACCATC Long PCR for 
construction of pPT233 PT556R 5’ATTGTCTTGGCCGCAGCTATTATC 
PT557F 5’CTGCGGCCAAGACAATAACCGCAGTGTTCAGCAC PCR of insert for 
construction of pPT233 PT557R 5’TTCAGGCGTTATCGCACTAGATTTAAACCTGGATGAAGTG 
PT376F 5’CATTCATTTCTCCTTTTTTATGCTAC Long PCR for 
construction of pPT234 PT561R 5’ATCAACATGACGATTGAAAATCTG 
PT562F 5’TTTCAATCGTCATGTTGATCGCTATAACCCCTGAACC PCR of insert for 
construction of pPT234 PT562R 5’AAAAAAGGAGAAATGAATGATGGGAAAATTCATACAATGGATC 
PT563F 5’GATGTTGACTTTTTTGGTTGTTTTCAG Long PCR for 
construction of pPT236 PT563R 5’ATTGTCTTGGCCGCAGCTATTATC 
PT564F 5’CTGCGGCCAAGACAATAACCGCAGTGTTCAGCAC PCR of insert for 
construction of pPT236 PT564R 5’CAACCAAAAAAGTCAACATCGGAAAAGAAGGCTTTGCATTTATTAC 
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Table 2.3. Oligonucleotides used in this study (continued) 
  
Name Sequence Purpose 
PT565F 5’AGTTCCTGATTGTTCATTAGGGTG Long PCR for 
construction of pPT237 PT565R 5’ATTGTCTTGGCCGCAGCTATTATC 
PT566F 5’CTGCGGCCAAGACAATAACCGCAGTGTTCAGCAC PCR of insert for 
construction of pPT237 PT566R 5’AATGAACAATCAGGAACTACCGGTTCCGGCGATTGG 
PT341F 5’ACTGACAAAATATGTGCCCGC Construction of 
pPT129 PT341R 5’GAATTGCATGAAGCTTCAAGC 
PT569F 5’TGATTCTTTTTGATGCAGTAAGC Construction of 
pPT162 and pPT202 PT569R 5’AAATCGGAACACAAGGCTTTGC 
PT520F 5’ATGAAATCCAAGACGCAGCCCAG Construction of 
pPT196 PT520R 5’AGTACGCTGCAAAATAAATTAG 
PT570F 5’GTAGCCTTCTTTGCCGATGTTG Construction of 
pPT163 and pPT222 PT570R 5’GCATTTATCATGACGAAGGAC 
PT304F 5’ACCGGGCTTGAAGCATTTTG Construction of 
pPT101 PT304R 5’GCTGAACACTGCGGTTATCATTC 
PT314F 5’AAATCCATCAGGCAGCCCAG Construction of 
pPT107 PT314R 5’CATCCAAATACATGGTGCCG 
GB006F 5’CATTCATTTCTCCTTTTTTATG Long PCR for 
construction of pGB45 GB006R 5’TAAGCCTTAACACCCAAG 
GB007F 5’TTGGGTGTTAAGGCTTATTATTTGTCTACTTTAAATTGTTTTG PCR of tlpA for 






















Figure 2.2. Cartoon of modified capillary assay used for measuring chemotaxis 











Figure 2.3. Wild type B. subtilis strain exhibits bidirectional chemotaxis to pH gradient. 
(A) Chemotaxis response of wild type strain to increasing and decreasing pH. (B) 
Methylation adaptation system mediates chemotaxis response to changes in pH. When 
methylation enzymes, CheR and CheB, were deleted from the wild type, no chemotaxis 
to pH was observed. 
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Figure 2.4. McpA mediates chemotaxis to acids while McpB and TlpB mediate 
chemotaxis to base. TlpA can sense both acid and base. (A) Response of strains 
expressing just one chemoreceptor. (B) Response of single and double chemoreceptor 
deletions. (A-inset) Chemotaxis response of TlpA to acid and base is more pronounced 




Figure 2.5. Schematic representation of different domains and tertiary structure of McpA 
and construction of chimeric receptors between McpA and TlpB. (A) Estimated McpA 
domains depicted in different colors. Extracellular ligand binding domain (orange), 
transmembrane regions, TM1 and TM2 (gray), HAMP domain (yellow), and conserved 
cytoplasmic region (green). (B) Cartoon structure of full McpA illustrated. Different 
domains are highlighted in colors consistent with panel A. (C) Amino acid sequence 
alignment between McpA and TlpB for construction of chimeras. The numbers designate 
the fusion points between two chemoreceptors and the local sequences of the final 
chimeric chemoreceptors are highlighted in gray. Local secondary structures were 




Figure 2.6. In vivo analysis of the chimeras between McpA (red) and TlpB (blue) identified 
the pH-sensing regions on these chemoreceptors. Each individual chimera was 
expressed as a sole chemoreceptor and the chemotaxis responses of the mutant to 
increase and decrease of pH were measured by the modified capillary assay. When 
applicable, 3.16 ´ 10-5 g/mL casamino acids (CA) solution was used to assess the 
functionality of the chimeric receptors. The average chemotaxis responses to buffer in 




Figure 2.7. Four key amino acid residues define the polarity of pH sensing on McpA and 
TlpB. (A) Amino acid sequence alignment of pH sensing regions spanning residues (195-
284) from four pH chemoreceptors reveals candidate residues for mutational analysis. 
Important candidate residues are shown within the green dashed box while other 
candidate residues are shown within the yellow dashed box. Amino acid sequences of 
TlpA are shown in purple as TlpA is sensitive to both acid and base. In addition, the pH 
sensing sub-regions identified from chimeric receptor analysis are highlighted in orange 
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(Figure 2.7. Continued) (B) Tertiary structure of TlpB ligand binding domain (LBD) 
obtained from de novo homology modeling. Two pH sensing sub-regions are shown in 
orange consistent with panel A. The candidate amino acid residues on TlpB extracellular 
LBD are shown in green and yellow. (C) Chemotaxis responses of TlpB double and 
quadruple mutants to increase and decrease in pH. 3.16 ́  10-5 g/mL casamino acids (CA) 
solution was used to assess the functionality of the mutants. (D) Chemotaxis responses 
of McpA double and quadruple mutants to increase and decrease in pH. 50 μM indole 












Figure 2.8. Conservative mutations of key charged amino acid residues to their polar 
counterparts in the pH sensing regions of McpA and TlpB. Wild type and mutant 




Figure 2.9. Model for pH sensing mechanism in B. subtilis. (A) In low pH levels, 
protonation of one or two ionizable residues (solid green circle) on TlpB pH sensing 
region, promotes the formation of stable hydrogen bonds. Deprotonation of these 
residues upon pH increase disrupts the local structure due to decreased hydrogen 
bonding and induces signaling. (B) In high pH conditions, the key histidine residue within 
the pH sensing region of McpA is in neutral state. As pH decreases, the histidine residue 
likely becomes protonated (solid green circle) and causes local structural transition due 
to increase in hydrogen bonding and subsequently induces signaling. 
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Bacterial chemotaxis has been extensively studied since the late 1960s [5]. It has 
principally been viewed as a foraging and defense mechanism, enabling cells to migrate 
towards sources of nutrients (e.g. sugars, amino acids, and oxygen) and away from toxins 
(e.g. metals, acids, and bases). As a consequence, our understanding of this process 
derives mostly from the study of chemotaxis towards amino acids, sugars, and other small 
molecules. However, researchers have shown that chemotaxis is also used for additional 
purposes in bacteria, including host colonization and self-organization [80]–[83]. Along 
these lines, we recently discovered that Bacillus subtilis exhibits chemotaxis towards DNA 
with the help of one its chemoreceptors. While DNA is a nutrient for B. subtilis [84], our 
data suggest that the chemotaxis response is not to the DNA itself but rather to the 
information encoded within the DNA. Our evidence comes from experiments showing that 
B. subtilis prefers the DNA of more closely related species than the DNA of more distantly 
related ones. These results imply that B. subtilis presumably seeks out specific 
sequences of DNA. We identified one sequence (CA[C/T]AA) that strongly binds the 
sensing domain of chemoreceptor and activates in vitro receptor-coupled CheA kinase. 
We also found that synthetic DNA fragment enriched with (CA[C/T]AA) motif elicits a weak 
chemotactic response. 
B. subtilis is capable of taking up extracellular DNA and then recombining the DNA 
into its chromosome through a process known as natural competence. While the 
biological role of DNA chemotaxis is unknown, we hypothesize that it is involved in natural 
competence. According to this model, DNA chemotaxis enables B. subtilis to migrate to 
regions with high concentrations of its own or closely related DNA, thus providing 
homologous DNA substrates that can recombine in its chromosome. Such a process 
would explain why B. subtilis prefers DNA similar to its own. In addition, DNA chemotaxis 
may be involved in kin identification, enabling B. subtilis to migrate towards populations 
of related bacteria, such as those present in biofilms where extracellular DNA 
concentrations are high.  
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3.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Growth media and common buffers 
Luria-Bertani (LB) medium is 1% Tryptone, 0.5% Yeast Extract, 0.5% NaCl. Tryptone 
broth (Tbr) is 1% Tryptone, 0.5% NaCl. TBAB is short for Tryptose Blood Agar Base 
(Difco) 1% Tryptone, 0.3% Beef Extract, 0.5% NaCl, 1.5% agar. Capillary assay minimal 
medium (CAMM) is 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 1.2 mM MgCl2, 0.14 mM 
CaCl2, 1 mM (NH4)2SO4, 0.01 mM MnCl2, 4.2 µM ferric citrate. Chemotaxis buffer is 10 
mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.6), 1 mM MgCl2, 0.14 mM CaCl2, 0.3 mM 
(NH4)2SO4, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5 mM sodium lactate, 0.05% (v/v) glycerol). Tris-EDTA (TE) 
buffer is 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0. 
 
Plasmids and strains 
Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this work are listed in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, 
respectively. All B. subtilis strains used in capillary assays were derived from chemotactic 
strain (che+) OI1085 [57]. Cloning and DNA manipulations were performed in NEB 5-
alpha Competent E. coli strain. NEB Phusion DNA polymerase was used in all PCR-
amplification steps of DNA cloning according to the manufacturer’s instructions. All 
oligonucleotides were ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) and are listed in 
Table 3.3. Sanger DNA sequencing were conducted at ACGT, Inc. 
 
Construction of chemoreceptor protein purification vectors. cDNAs of extracellular 
sensing domains of McpB and McpC (residues 35-279) were cloned in frame with the N-
terminal His6 tag of pET28a(+) and cloned vectors were verified by Sanger DNA 
sequencing. 
 
Construction of motif-enriched PCR DNA template plasmids. The 400 bp DNA sequence 
enriched with CACAA motif was identified on B. subtilis 168 genome (GenBank: 
CP019662.1, 21-420) using custom Python script. The corresponding DNA fragment was 
PCR-amplified with B. subtilis 168 chromosome and PT174F and PT174R primers and 
cloned to pUC19 plasmid linearized at EcoRI restriction site using Gibson assembly 
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master mix (NEB) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Double stranded 
DNA fragments (gBlocks), in which CACAA motifs were replaced with different variants, 
were synthesized from IDT and PCR-amplified at low number of cycles according to IDT’s 
recommendation with the same primers and cloned to pUC19 as explained earlier. 
Cloned plasmids were all verified by Sanger DNA sequencing. 
 
Construction of B. subtilis strains used in chemotaxis assays. mcpC was overexpressed 
from a very strong constitutive promoter Pveg [85] on B. subtilis D10 background using 
pBS4S integration vector [86]. First, Pveg promoter region was PCR-amplified with plasmid 
purified from ECE 262 strain (BGSC3) using primer-encoded EcoRI and PstI restriction 
sites (PT047F and PT048R, respectively) and cloned to pBS4S plasmid linearized at 
EcoRI and PstI restriction sites to yield pPT006. Next, DNA region including mcpC ORF 
and 50 bp upstream and 84 bp downstream of mcpC ORF was PCR-amplified with 
pAIN750mcpC plasmid using PT049F and PT050R primers. 50 bp region upstream of 
mcpC ORF contained Shine-Delgarno sequence (ribosome binding site) necessary for 
translation. 84 bp downstream of mcpC ORF contained terminator region. PCR fragment 
was then ligated to pPT006 plasmid linearized at SpeI restriction site using Gibson 
assembly cloning kit according to the manufacturer’s recommendation to yield pPT031. 
Both cloned plasmids were verified by Sanger DNA sequencing. 
comK gene was inactivated on B. subtilis OI1085 strain using pMUTIN4 vector as 
described in [87]. B. subtilis OI1085 strain was crossed with BKE03430 strain (nucA::erm 
on B. subtilis 168 background) chromosomal DNA using two-step Spizizen method, 
selecting for ErmR to place inactivated nucA allele on OI1085 background. 
 
Protein expression and purification 
All proteins used in kinase assay (CheA, CheW, and CheD) were expressed from 
glutathione S-transferase (GST) fusion plasmids (see Table 3.2) and purified from E. coli 
BL21(DE3) strain as described in [88]. GSTrap columns (5 mL; GE Healthcare) were used 
with an Akta Prime FPLC system (GE Healthcare) for purification. To purify the GST 
                                               
3 BGSC is short for Bacillus Genetic Stock Center. 
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fusion proteins, cells were grown in 2 liters of LB with 100 μg/mL ampicillin at 37°C and 
shaking at 250 rpm until the OD600 = 0.8. Expression was then induced by the addition of 
1 mM IPTG (isopropyl-β-d-thiogalactopyranoside), and the culture was grown at 25°C 
with 250 rpm shaking for 12 hours. For CheA, the cultures were induced at 37°C for 4 
hours. Cells were then centrifugated at 8000 x g for 8 minutes and resuspended in TBS 
(50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl) buffer followed by sonication. The supernatants were 
clarified by two rounds of centrifugations (9000 x g, 15 minutes; 40000 x g, 40 minutes), 
and applied to 5 mL GSTrap columns pre-washed with 10 column volumes of TBS buffer. 
Protein bound columns were then washed with at least 15 column volumes of TBS buffer, 
and GST tagged proteins were eluted with using 10 mL of glutathione elution buffer (GEB; 
50 mM Tris, 5 mM glutathione, pH 8). To remove the GST tag, the purified proteins were 
cleaved by PreScission protease, as specified by the supplier (Amersham Biosciences), 
and applied to another 5 mL GSTrap column. The flow-through was collected and 
concentrated to ~5 mL using a cellulose ultrafiltration membrane (Millipore) in an Amicon 
ultrafiltration cell. Last, the purified proteins were dialysed in TKMD buffer (50 mM Tris 
pH 8.0, 50 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT)) and aliquots were stored 
at −80°C. 
Extracellular domains of McpB and McpC chemoreceptor proteins were expressed as N-
terminal His6-tagged fusions (see Table 3.2) from E. coli BL21(DE3) strain as described 
in [89]. To purify His6-tagged protein, cells were grown in 2 liters of LB medium 
supplemented with 30 µg/mL kanamycin at 37°C and shaking at 250 rpm until OD600=0.7. 
Expression was then induced by addition of 1 mM IPTG, and the culture was grown at 
25°C with 250 rpm shaking for 12 hours. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 8000 
x g, 4°C for 10 minutes and resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4 pH 8.0, 300 
mM NaCl, 10 mM Imidazole). Cells were cracked open by sonication and cell debris was 
removed by centrifugation at 12000 x g for 1 hour. The supernatant was clarified by 0.45-
µm filter and applied to 5 mL GE HisTrap column prewashed with NiSO4 and binding 
buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4 pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 20 mM Imidazole). Protein bound column 
was washed with binding buffer, and His-tagged protein was eluted with elution buffer (50 
mM NaH2PO4 pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 250 mM Imidazole). The collected protein was 
concentrated with a cellulose ultrafiltration membrane (Millipore) in an Amicon 
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ultrafiltration cell and dialyzed into dialysis buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl) and 
the aliquots were stored at -80°C. 
 
Electrophoretic mobility shift assay 
For electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) first potential-motif containing DNA 
duplexes were labeled with radioactive phosphate at 5’-end. Briefly, 5’-end phosphate 
group was first cleaved off the DNA duplex using Calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase 
(CIAP) in CIAP reaction buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 9.0, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM spermidine). 
Note that synthetic double-stranded DNAs did not contain 5’-end phosphate group. 
Phosphatase reactions were, however, performed for consistency purpose. DNA duplex 
was then purified with GIAGEN DNA cleanup kit for short DNA duplexes. Next, radioactive 
phosphate was added to 5’-end of DNA duplexes using T4 polynucleotide kinase (PNK) 
and [g-32P] ATP in kinase buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 40 mM DTT, 1 
MM spermidine, 1 mM EDTA). Final labeled DNA was cleaned up with QIAGEN DNA 
cleanup kit for short DNA duplexes. Purified labeled DNA was then incubated with the 
corresponding protein for 1 hour with end-over-end rotation at 37°C. DNA-protein 
complex samples were mixed with sample buffer without SDS and electrophoresed on 




The 143 bp oligonucleotides ”SELEX 21mer Index 1” and “SELEX 21mer Index 2” were 
synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies (see Table 3.3). The oligonucleotides 
contained “SELEX Illumina FR” region at 5’-end and “SELEX Illumina ER” region at 3’-
end both regions compatible with Illumina HiSeq2500 sequencing. A 21 bp random 
nucleotide region was also included between two Illumina-compatible regions 
synthesized using the hand-mix option to ensure complexity of the randomized region. In 
addition, 2 different 6 bp barcode sequences (underlined on Table 3.3) were included to 
allow multiplexed Illumina sequencing [90]. The double-stranded random libraries for 
SELEX were generated by PCR with the 143 bp oligonucleotide templates and SELEX 
F1 and SELEX R1 primers. 
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For binding reactions double-stranded DNA library containing index 2 was mixed with 
McpCN-His. The binding reactions for DNA-protein pairs were performed at 37°C with 
end-over-end rotation for 30 minutes and the reaction products were then subject to two 
subsequent partitioning steps. This means that the DNA sequences that bound the 
corresponding proteins were selected with both resin and EMSA. 
In the first partitioning step HisPur Ni-NTA Resin was equilibrated for 30 minutes by 
resuspension and centrifugation in equilibration buffer (20 mM sodium phosphate, 300 
mM sodium chloride (PBS), with 10 mM imidazole; pH 7.4). Each sample was also 
equilibrated with the same equilibration buffer before being added to the equilibrated Ni-
NTA resin. The total mixture was incubated with end-over-end rotation for another 30 
minutes. Each sample was then centrifuged, and supernatant was removed from resin. 
Resin was washed with wash buffer (PBS with 25 mM imidazole; pH 7.4), spun down and 
supernatant was kept. This supernatant was represented as “wash” sample. The 
absorbance at 280 nm of the wash sample was monitored and the wash step was 
repeated until the absorbance at 280 nm reached a stable baseline (approximately 4 
times). Finally, His-tagged protein was eluted with elution buffer (PBS with 250 mM 
imidazole; pH 7.4) and DNA was separated from protein by treating the DNA-protein 
complex with proteinase K and ethanol precipitation. 
In the second partitioning step, the resulting DNA from the previous step was bound to 
the same corresponding protein at the same binding reaction conditions. After binding, 
DNA-proteins complexes were mixed with DNA loading buffer and electrophoresed on a 
Low Melting agarose gel (1%). The gel was stained with ethidium bromide and visualized 
with UVP BioImaging System and regions corresponding to the cooperative complex 
(bands running at a higher molecular weight) were cut out and extracted using QIAGEN 
gel extraction kit. The purified DNA was PCR-amplified with “SELEX F1” and “SELEX R2” 
using Taq polymerase ready for the next round. This experimental procedure was 
repeated in its entirety five times for all samples. Final purified DNA samples were 
sequenced from one end for 51 cycles on one lane of an Illumina HiSeq2500 sequencer 
using a HiSeq SBS sequencing kit version 4 at the Roy J. Carver Biotechnology Center 
of University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
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Preparation of bacterial membranes 
The bacterial strains were grown for 16 hours at 30°C on TBAB plates. The cells were 
then scraped from the plates and resuspended to A600 = 0.03 in 50-mL capillary assay 
minimal medium (CAMM), supplemented with 50 μg/ml histidine, methionine, and 
tryptophan. The cell cultures were grown at 37°C with aeration until they reach mid-
exponential phase (approximately 6 hours). The cells were then diluted 1:10 (v/v) into 50-
mL capillary assay minimal medium, supplemented with only 0.02% tryptone. The 
cultures were then diluted 1:10 (v/v) into multiple flasks (to a total volume of 50 mL 
capillary assay minimal medium with no tryptone) and were grown with shaking at 37°C 
until an A600 = 0.6. The cells were then harvested by pelleting at 9900 x g for 15 minutes 
and washed 3 times with 1 M KCl to remove extracellular proteases. Cells were 
resuspended in sonication buffer+ (10 mM potassium phosphate pH 7.0, 10 mM MgCl2, 
1 mM EDTA, 0.3 mM DTT, 20 mM KCl, 1 mM glutamate, 2 mM phenylmethanesulphonyl 
fluoride and 20% glycerol). EDTA and phenylmethanesulphonyl fluoride were added as 
protease inhibitors. Cells were sonicated and debris removed by centrifugation at 17600 
x g for 15 minutes. Bacterial membranes were removed by centrifugation at 120000 x g 
for 2 hours in a Beckman 70 Ti rotor. Pelleted membranes were resuspended in MT buffer 
(10 mM potassium phosphate pH 7.0, 1 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM EDTA, and 1 mM 2-
mercaptoethanol) and homogenized in a glass/Teflon homogenizer and re-centrifuged. 
This step was repeated once more. Finally, the membranes were homogenized in MT 
buffer at a concentration of 32 mg/mL and membranes were stored in small aliquots at -
80°C. 
 
In vitro assay for chemoreceptor-coupled kinase activity. 
Reactions consisted of isolated chemoreceptor-containing B. subtilis membranes from 
previous step and purified proteins were prepared at the following monomeric 
concentrations: 6 µM chemoreceptor, 2 µM CheW, up to 2µM CheD (when indicated), 
and 2 µM CheA kinase. The reaction buffer contained 50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 50 mM KCl, 
and 5 mM MgCl2 with and without 1 mM Proline (as indicated). 20 µL reactions were pre-
incubated at 23°C for 40-60 minutes to permit formation of the chemoreceptor-kinase 
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complex. CheA autophosphorylation was initiated by the addition of [g-32P] ATP (4000-
8000 cpm/pmol) to a final concentration of 0.1 mM. 5 µL aliquots were quenched at 15 s 
by mixing with 15 µL of 2X Laemmli sample buffer containing 25 mM EDTA at room 
temperature, essentially fixing the level of phosphor-CheA. Initial phosphor-CheA 
formation rates were analyzed by 12% SDS-PAGE. Gels were dried immediately after 
electrophoresis and phosphor-CheA was quantified by phosphor-imaging (Molecular 
Dynamics). 
 
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry 
Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiments were performed at 25°C on a Nano ITC 
(TA instruments). 200 µM of the His-tagged N-terminal fragment region of McpC in Tris 
buffer (200 mM, pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl) was titrated with 2 mM of DNA containing the 
sequence of interest prepared in the same Tris buffer. The titration mixture was stirred at 
a speed of 250 rpm and consisted of 25 injections (2.2 µL) separated by 300 s intervals. 
Control experiments of peptides to buffer showed insignificant heats. The data was 
processed, and thermodynamic parameters obtained by fitting the data to a single-site-
binding model using NanoAnalyze 2.1 software package (TA instruments). 
 
DNA purification and preparation 
Purification and preparation of genomic DNAs. Procedure for purification of chromosomal 
DNAs from bacterial stains was adapted from [91]. Bacterial strains were grown on LB 
plates (1% Tryptone, 0.5% Yeast Extract, 0.5% NaCl, 1.5% agar) at 30°C overnight. A 
single colony of each bacterial strain was grown with aeration in 200 mL appropriate rich 
medium until saturation. B. subtilis 168, B. subtilis laboratory strain (OI1085), Bacillus 
megaterium, Bacillus licheniformis, Bacillus halodurans, E. coli MG1655, and Salmonella 
typhimurium were all grown at 37 °C in LB medium for 16 hours. Bacillus pumilus was 
grown in LB medium at 30°C for 24 hours. Geobacillus thermoglucosidasius C56-YS93 
was grown in LB medium at 60°C for 16 hours. Vibrio Splendidus 12B01 was grown in 
rich medium (1% Tryptone, 0.5% Yeast Extract, 1.85% NaCl, 0.015% (v/v) glycerol, 20 
mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5) at 25°C for 24 hours. Zymommonas mobilis ZM4 strain was grown 
in rich medium (1% Yeast Extract, 10 mM potassium phosphate dibasic, 2% (w/v) 
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glucose) at 30°C for 48 hours. Cell cultures were centrifugated at 4000 x g for 15 minutes 
at 4°C. Cell pellets from gram positive bacteria were resuspended in total 9.5 mL 
enzymatic lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 2 mM EDTA, 1.2% Triton X-100, 20 mg/mL 
lysozyme from chicken egg white) in 50-mL sterile tubes. Lysozyme was necessary for 
breaking down cell wall for higher final DNA yield. Cell pellets from gram negative bacteria 
were resuspended in total 9.5 mL TE buffer (pH 8.0) in 50-mL sterile tubes. Crude cell 
lysis mixtures were treated with 1% SDS and 50 ul proteinase K (20 g/mL) at 37°C for 1 
hour. 1.8 mL 5 M NaCl (final concentration of 0.7 M) was then added and mixed 
thoroughly by vortexing and treated with 1.5 mL pre-warmed (60°C) CTAB/NaCl (CTAB 
10%, NaCl 0.7 M) solution at 65°C for 20 minutes. Concentration of NaCl in lysed cell 
mixture must remain above 0.5 M to prevent coprecipitation of DNA with CTAB. 
CTAB/NaCl is necessary for removing polysaccharides from DNA solution. DNA was 
extracted with equal volume of chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (24:1) at room temperature 
with slow end-over-end rotation for 15 minutes (until white emulsion forms) and 
centrifugation at 6000 x g at 25°C for 10 minutes. CTAB extraction steps were repeated 
several rounds (7-8 times for gram positive strains and 4-5 times for gram negative 
strains) until no white CTAB complexes were visible at organic/aqueous interface. Top 
aqueous phase was then extracted with equal volume of phenol: chloroform: isoamyl 
alcohol (25: 24: 1, saturated with 10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA from Sigma Aldrich) 
similar to the previous step. Top aqueous phase was then treated with RNase A (final 
concentration of 10 µg/mL) at 37°C for 30 minutes. DNA was precipitated with 0.6 volume 
isopropanol and washed twice with 1 mL 70% ethanol in 1.7 mL microcentrifuge tube. 
Centrifugation for these steps were done at 10000 x g at room temperature. Air-dried 
DNA pellet was resuspended in 1 mL TE buffer (pH 8.0) at 4°C with end-over-end rotation 
overnight. Non-bacterial chromosomal DNAs were separately purchased from 
commercial suppliers: Herring Sperm DNA (Promega, D181A), Lambda phage DNA 
(Promega, D150A), and M13 single-stranded DNA. 
All chromosomal DNA were sheared into smaller fragments (200-1000 bp) with 
sonication. First, DNA samples were diluted to 250 ng/µL in total 400 µL TE buffer (pH 
8.0) in 5-mL centrifuge tubes and incubated on ice for 10 minutes. DNA solutions then 
subjected to short periods of sonication using Microtip probe (tip diameter: 1.6 mm, 
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maximum temperature: 60°C, amplitude: 30%, burst time: 15 s, rest tme: 59 s, cycles: 5) 
and size distributions of the fragmented DNAs were verified on 1.4% agarose gels and 
Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer available at the Roy J. Carver Biotechnology Center of 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Sonicated DNAs were then transferred to 1.7 
mL microcentrifuge tube and ethanol precipitated with 0.1 volume sodium acetate (3 M, 
pH 5.2) and washed with 70% ethanol. Air-dried DNAs were resuspended in desired 
buffer solutions (see Capillary assay and DNA degradation enzymatic reaction for choice 
of buffers). 
 
Purification and preparation of PCR DNAs. The 400 bp DNA fragments enriched with 
DNA motif sequences were PCR-amplified with the plasmid DNA templates harboring the 
corresponding DNA fragments (see Table 2.2) and PT145F and PT145R primers (see 
Table 2.3) in 50 μL reactions (0.2 μM each primer, 0.1 ng/μL DNA template, 1X Taq 5X 
Master Mix from NEB). 40 PCR cycles (30 s denaturation at 95°C, 30 s annealing at 49°C, 
45 s elongation at 68°C) with 30-second initial denaturation at 95°C and 5-minute final 
elongation at 68°C were performed for each reaction. 12 PCR products (24 as indicated) 
were pooled and split into two separate batches and DNAs were purified using three 
different methods: organic extractions, silica columns, and PAGE. 
In organic extraction method, DNA in each batch was extracted with equal volume of 
phenol: chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (25: 24: 1, saturated with 10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM 
EDTA from Sigma Aldrich) by quick vortexing (30 s) and centrifugation at 17000 x g (40 
s). DNA in top aqueous layer was ethanol precipitated with 0.1 volume sodium acetate (3 
M, pH 5.2) and DNA pellet was washed thoroughly with 1 mL 70% ethanol for 5 minutes 
with end-over-end rotation and air-dried DNA pellet was resuspended in 50 μL TE buffer 
(pH 8.0). DNA solutions from two batches were combined and subjected to second round 
of ethanol precipitation as mentioned. Final air-dried DNA was then resuspended in 15-
20 μL desired buffer. 
In silica-column purification method, PCR product from each batch was mixed with 5 
volumes of BP buffer (QIAGEN PCR DNA purification kit) and passed through a silica 
column (QIAprep 2.0 spin column) in two rounds by centrifugation at 17000 x g for 1 
minute. Silica columns were then washed with 750 μL PE buffer (QIAGEN PCR DNA 
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purification kit) at 17000 x g for 1 minute. Dried DNA was then eluted with 52 μL TE buffer 
(pH 8.0). Eluted DNA from two batches were pooled and purified further with ethanol 
precipitation and resuspended in 15-20 μL desired buffer. Note that silica columns were 
found to release unknown molecules, which behaved as attractants for wild-type B. 
subtilis strain. Last ethanol precipitation was performed to effectively remove these 
attractant molecules. 
In PAGE purification method, two batches of 12 PCR products were pooled and 
concentrated using Ultracel-30K (Amicon Ultra-0.5 mL) filters with centrifugation at 14000 
x g for 30 minutes at 4°C to be able to load them on polyacrylamide gels. 5% 
polyacrylamide gels were prepared with 30% acrylamide solution (acrylamide:bis-
acrylamide 29:1, filtered with 0.22 μm filter), TBE buffer (108 g/Liter Tris base, 55 g/Liter 
Boric acid, 7.44 g/Liter EDTA, filtered 0.22 μm filter), fresh 10% ammonium per sulfate 
(at 1:200 dilution), and TEMED (1:2000 dilution) and polymerized for 1 hour at room 
temperature in 10 cm-long glass plates separated with a 1.0 mm comb. Gels were pre-
run at 120 volts (0.018 mA) at 4°C to remove incomplete polymerization agents and 
polymerization initiators. 18 μL of concentrated PCR products from each batch was mixed 
with 1X Purple NEB DNA loading dye (6X) and loaded in one 1 cm-wide lane of 
polyacrylamide gel and electrophoresed at 75 volts (0.01 mA) for 2.5 hours at 4°C. 
Desired DNA bands were cut using TLC plate (TLC Silica gel 60 F254) and handheld UV 
spectrophotometer and eluted into elution buffer (10 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 
pH 7.5) at 37°C with end-over-end rotation for 5 hours. DNA fragments were passed 
through glass microfiber filters (Whatman GF/F) to remove remaining small gel pieces, 
ethanol precipitated and resuspended in TE buffer (pH 8.0). DNA solutions were further 
purified by ethanol precipitation with 0.1 volume sodium acetate (3M, pH 5.2) and 
resuspended in desired buffer. 
 
Purification and preparation of short double-stranded oligonucleotides. The 21 bp 
complementary oligonucleotides containing the DNA motif sequences (see Table 2.3) 
were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT). Sequences of forward and 
reverse complement oligonucleotides were carefully designed with UNAfold tool (IDT) to 
achieve melting temperatures (Tm) significantly higher than 37°C to preserve the double-
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stranded form. In addition, sequences were examined for their ability to form secondary 
structures during annealing process. At our experimental conditions (10 mM K+, 1 mM 
Mg++), Tm of annealed oligonucleotides were about 58°C and the secondary structures 
could only form at low temperatures (<10°C). For annealing oligonucleotides 10 μM of 
both strands were prepared in 150 μL 1X annealing buffer (10 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, 1 
mM MgCl2, pH 7.5) in 1.7 mL microcentrifuge tubes. Annealing reactions were performed 
by heating the tubes at 95°C for 3 minutes and slowly cooling them to room temperature 
in water bath simply by unplugging the heater. Annealing reaction products were then 
purified either with ethanol precipitation or PAGE. In ethanol precipitation method, 150 μL 
annealed oligonucleotides were precipitated with 2.5 volumes ice-cold 100% ethanol and 
washed with 70% ethanol. Air-dried DNA pellet was then resuspended in desired buffer 
at 4°C. 
Annealing reaction products contained unannealed oligonucleotides. We used PAGE to 
remove single-stranded oligonucleotides. Briefly, three batches of annealing products 
were pooled and concentrated using Ultracel-10K (Amicon Ultra-0.5 mL) filters with 
centrifugation at 14000 x g for 30 minutes at 4°C to be able to load them on 
polyacrylamide gels. 10% polyacrylamide gels were prepared similar to as described 
earlier (see PCR DNA PAGE purification procedure). Gels were casted using 30 x 40 cm 
glasses and installed on Gibco-BRL S2 Sequencing Gel Electrophoresis apparatus. Gels 
were first pre-run at 800 volts for 1 hour at 4°C. 18 μL of concentrated annealing reaction 
product was mixed with 1X Orange DNA loading dye (6X) and loaded in one 1 cm-wide 
lane of polyacrylamide gel and electrophoresed at 600 volts for 6 hours at 4°C. Desired 
DNA bands were cut and eluted as described earlier. Elution of short duplex DNAs were 
performed at 4°C for 12 hours with end-over-end rotation. Remaining gel pieces were 
separated with glass microfiber filters and DNA fragments with precipitated with 2 
volumes ice-cold 100% ethanol and washed with 70% ethanol. Air-dried DNA pellets were 
then resuspended in desired buffer at 4°C. Note that all DNA handling and storage steps 
were performed using MAXYMum Recovery Microtubes from Axygen (see RESULTS and 




Capillary assay for chemotaxis 
The capillary assay was performed as described previously [5], [31] to quantitatively 
measure chemotaxis responses to DNA samples and amino acids used in control 
experiments. Briefly, cells were grown for 16 hours at 30 °C on TBAB plates. The cells 
were then scraped from the plates and resuspended to A600 = 0.03 in 5-mL capillary assay 
minimal medium (CAMM) supplemented with 50 μg/ml histidine, methionine, and 
tryptophan, 20 mM sorbitol, and 2% Tryptone Broth. The cultures were grown to A600 = 
0.4-0.45 at 37 °C and 250 rpm shaking. At this point, 50 μL of GL solution (5% (v/v) 
glycerol, 0.5 M sodium lactate) was added and cells were incubated for another 15 
minutes (at 37 °C, 250 rpm shaking). Cells were then washed twice with chemotaxis 
buffer or modified chemotaxis buffer as indicated and incubated for additional 25 minutes 
(at 37 °C, 250 rpm shaking) to assure that the cells are motile. Cells were diluted to A600 
= 0.001 in chemotaxis buffer and were then aliquoted into 0.3-mL ponds on a slide warmer 
at 37 °C. Three closed-end capillary tubes (1 µL Micro-caps from Drummond Scientific) 
were passed on Bunsen burner flame 15 times and immediately rested in 5 µL sample 
solutions (DNA, amino acid, or Mock prepared with the same buffer as used in ponds) in 
0.5 mL microcentrifuge tube (USA Scientific) to draw the solutions into them. Filled 
capillary tubes were then incubated with bacterial ponds for certain period of time (90 
minutes for DNA/mock samples and 30 minutes for amino acids) and cells in the 
capillaries were harvested at the end of the assay and transferred to 3 mL of top agar 
(1% Tryptone, 0.8% NaCl, 0.8% agar, 0.5 mM EDTA) and plated onto Tbr plates (1% 
Tryptone, 0.5% NaCl, 1.5% agar). These plates were incubated at 37°C for 16 hours and 
colonies were counted to derive the data. Experiments were performed in triplicate and 
on three different days to assure reproducibility. 
 
DNA degradation enzymatic reactions 
Sonicated B. subtilis 168 chromosomal DNA was ethanol precipitated (see DNA 
purification and preparation) and resuspended in 1X degradase reaction buffer (Zymo 
Research, E2016-2) and DNA concentration was adjusted to 0.7 mg/m L. 4 µL 
DegradaseTM (Zymo Research-E2016) enzyme (10 units/µL) was added to 21 µL DNA 
solution and enzymatic reaction was performed at 37°C for 18-20 hours with end-over-
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end rotation and degraded DNA sample was verified on 1.4% agarose gel. Finally, 0.5 µL 
50X chemotaxis buffer was mixed with 24.5 µL degraded DNA sample and used in 
capillary assay. Note that other commercial enzymes such as DNase I (RNase-free) from 
New England BioLabs (NEB) and Deoxyribonuclease I from Worthington Biochemical 
Corporation were not effective. Only DegradaseTM (cocktail of endo- and exo-nucleases) 
completely degraded DNA to individual nucleotides. 
 
Glass capillary tube silanization 
Inside of capillary tubes were first washed 10 times with deionized water and dried. 
Capillary tubes were then filled with Sigmacote (siliconizing reagent for glass from Sigma-
Aldrich) and incubated at 80°C for 2 hours. Finally, inside of capillary tubes were washed 
10 times with deionized water and dried.  
 
McpC extracellular domain crystallization 
Recombinant extracellular domain of McpC (residues 33-279) was purified as His6-tagged 
fusion. McpC crystal structure was resolved by X-ray crystallography and reported in PDB 
format. All crystallography steps were performed by Dr. Satish Nair laboratory at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
 
Bioinformatic analysis 
In order to identify the McpC-binding DNA sequences, the reads obtained from Illumina 
sequencing were first processed using the Trimmomatic V-0.39 tool [92] with the following 
options: SE, phred33, ILLUMINACLIP:TrueSeq3-SE:2:30:10, LEADING:3, TRAILING:3, 
SLIDWINDOW:4:15, and MINLEN:20. After adapters were clipped, the redundant reads 
were removed and the unique reads were analyzed using DREME [93] to identify motifs 
relatively enriched with these sequence reads compared with control reads. Since the 
numbers of final processed control and treatment reads were significantly different, we 
used shuffled sequences option of DREME as our control sequences. The frequency of 
short DNA sequences on the genomes of different species were calculated using custom 
Python scripts. In these analyses, both sense and anti-sense strands of the genomes 
were considered. The correlation between the chemotaxis strength and the frequency of 
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the motif sequence was obtained by a linear model using custom Matlab (Mathworks) 
scripts. The crystal structure of the McpC extracellular ligand binding domain was 





B. subtilis exhibits chemotaxis to chromosomal DNA. We employed the capillary 
assay to measure chemotaxis to DNA (hereafter referred to as DNAtaxis) [94], [95]. 
Briefly, the capillary assay measures the number of bacteria that swim into a capillary 
tube containing an attractant. Migration of the bacteria from the “pond” into the capillary 
results from the attractant diffusing out of the capillary tube and forming a concentration 
gradient (Fig 3.1). Counting the number of bacteria that accumulate in the capillary 
provides a quantitative measure of the strength of chemotaxis towards an attractant. To 
apply the capillary assay to DNA, we first needed to reduce the size of the DNA in order 
to increase its diffusion rate. The diffusion coefficient of DNA is inversely proportional to 
its length (D ~ Length-0.6) [96], and native preparations yield molecules too large to form 
gradients by diffusion within the timescales of the experiment. Therefore, we used 
sonication to fragment the DNA into molecules 200-1000 bp in length, as determined 
using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Fig 3.2). This yielded a predicted diffusion coefficient 
of ~10-7 cm2/s (the diffusion coefficient for amino acids is ~10-5 cm2/s). In order to compare 
chemotaxis to DNA and amino acids (our canonical attractants for chemotaxis), we 
normalized the incubation times of the assay to account for the different rates of diffusion 
(90 minutes for DNA and 10 minutes for amino acids). The number of bacteria that 
accumulate within the capillary for these times is ~1200 for DNA (1 mg/ml) and ~700 for 
proline (5 μM). 
B. subtilis performs taxis towards its own DNA in a dose-dependent manner (Fig 
3.3). To eliminate the possibility that DNAtaxis is an experimental artifact, we performed 
multiple control experiments. The first was to test whether B. subtilis exhibited taxis 
toward DNAase-degraded DNA or nucleotides. In both cases, we observed no 
chemotaxis (Fig 3.4), indicating that taxis is not due to nucleotides or contaminants in the 
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chromosome preparation. DNA may also physically trap the bacteria within the capillary 
[97], [98], leading to accumulation independent of chemotaxis. To eliminate this 
possibility, we first performed a competition experiment by adding saturating proline, a 
known attractant, to the “pond” and observed no accumulation within the capillary 
containing DNA (data not shown). We then performed the reciprocal experiment where 
we added Herring sperm DNA, which a weak attractant, to the “pond” and observed 
normal accumulation within a capillary containing proline. These results indicate that the 
DNA is not physically trapping the bacteria. Our data suggest that B. subtilis prefers the 
DNA of more closely related species that the DNA of more distantly related ones (Fig 
3.5). While the list of organisms is far from comprehensive, these results suggest that B. 
subtilis responds to specific DNA sequences that are enriched within the genomes of 
some closely related bacteria. In addition, we found that B. subtilis senses double-
stranded DNA because little chemotaxis was observed to M13 single-stranded DNA (Fig 
3.5). 
 
McpC is the sole chemoreceptor for DNAtaxis. B. subtilis possesses ten 
chemoreceptors [55]. To identify the chemoreceptors involved in DNAtaxis, we 
individually deleted them and then measured taxis towards B. subtilis chromosomal DNA 
using the capillary assay. Only the ΔmcpC mutant failed to perform DNAtaxis; the other 
chemoreceptor mutants responded similar to the wild type (Fig 3.6A). We also tested 
mutants expressing just one chemoreceptor. Only the strain expressing McpC as its sole 
chemoreceptor (Δ10mcp amyE::mcpC) performed taxis towards DNA (Fig 3.6B). These 
results demonstrate that the McpC chemoreceptor is both necessary and sufficient for 
DNAtaxis. However, the response was less than the wild type, most likely due to too few 
receptors being expressed. The wild type, under similar growth conditions, contains 
roughly 2000 copies of McpC versus 57,000 copies for the remaining chemoreceptors 
[69]. As receptor-receptor interactions are known to increase the sensitivity of a 
chemoreceptor to its cognate ligand [70], [71]. we also tested a strain expressing McpC 
from the strong Pveg promoter as its sole chemoreceptor [86]. This strain exhibited a 
similar response as the wild type, demonstrating that we can recover the wild-type 
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response using a strain that over-expresses McpC as its sole chemoreceptor (Fig 3.6B, 
inset). 
 
DNA activates in vitro receptor-kinase activity. The chemotaxis pathway in B. subtilis 
(see Fig 1.3A) involves a two-component signal transduction system consisting of the 
CheA histidine kinase and CheY response regulator. CheA forms a stable ternary 
complex with the chemoreceptors and the CheW adaptor protein, which links the kinase 
and receptors together [8], [9]. Attractants and repellents alter the rate of CheA 
autophosphorylation, either by directly binding the receptors or by indirectly interacting 
with them through intermediate binding proteins [33], [99]. CheA phosphorylates CheY by 
transferring the phosphate from CheA to CheY. Phosphorylated CheY (CheYp) binds to 
the flagellar motors and alters the direction and/or speed of rotation, depending on the 
bacterium [100]. In the case of B. subtilis, CheYp provides the run signal as it induces 
counter-clockwise rotation of flagella [101], [102]. Attractants induce runs by increasing 
receptor-kinase activity in B. subtilis, leading to more CheYp [11], [103]. 
The in vitro receptor-kinase assay is a powerful tool to investigate how attractant 
binding modulates CheA kinase activity [104]. It has long been used to investigate the 
signal transduction mechanism in E. coli chemotaxis. We recently developed an in vitro 
receptor-kinase assay for B. subtilis [11], [23], [105] (Fig 3.7). We used this assay to 
determine whether DNA activates receptor-kinase activity in vitro. Briefly, membranes 
overexpressing McpC (and lacking the other chemoreceptors) were isolated. We then 
added CheA and CheW to these membranes so that the final concentrations matched the 
stoichiometry of these proteins in wild-type cells. The mixture was then incubated with 
DNA. The reaction was initiated by adding radiolabelled [g-32P]-ATP and then quenched 
after 5 s to fix the level of phosphorylated CheA. Gel electrophoresis and 
phosphorimaging were then used to measure the relative levels of phosphorylated CheA. 
Using this assay, we found that DNA activates receptor-kinase activity. In addition, DNA 
was unable to activate membranes lacking McpC (data not shown). These results 
demonstrate that the ternary complex (McpC-CheW-CheA) directly senses DNA. 
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DNA binds the upper dCache_1 domain of McpC. McpC is a transmembrane receptor 
with an N-terminal, extracellular sensing domain and a C-terminal, cytoplasmic signaling 
domain. The sensing domain is comprised of double Cache dCache_1 domain (Fig 3.8A), 
which are found in the sensing domains of many chemoreceptors [56]. We previously 
reported that McpC alone can support chemotaxis to 17 amino acids [33]. Eleven were 
found to directly bind the upper dCache_1 domain binding pocket and four were found to 
indirectly bind the lower dCache_1 domain through lipo-binding proteins involved in amino 
acid transport. We were further able to identify a mutant (McpC E115A) that eliminates 
binding to the upper dCache_1 domain binding pocket but preserves it for the lower 
dCache_1 domain. We tested whether a strain expressing McpC E115A as its sole 
chemoreceptor was capable of DNAtaxis using the capillary assay. No taxis was 
observed, suggesting that DNA binds the upper dCache_1 domain. As controls, we also 
tested chemotaxis to proline (known to bind the upper dCache_1 domain) and arginine 
(known to indirectly bind the lower dCache_1 domain. The mutant exhibited no 
chemotaxis to proline and normal taxis to arginine (Fig 3.8B). These results suggest that 
DNA directly binds the upper dCache_1 domain of McpC. 
 
CACAA strongly binds the sensing domain of McpC and activates in vitro receptor-
kinase activity. We attempted a number of methods to identify the binding sequence for 
McpC using the purified sensing domain. Previously, we demonstrated that the purified 
McpC sensing domain can directly bind amino acids, such as proline, using nano 
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) with in vitro Kd’s similar to those inferred from the 
capillary assay [33], [106]. These results suggested that we could use the sensing domain 
to identify DNA sequences sensed by McpC. Our initial attempts at finding these 
sequences involved variants of a pull-down assay, where we first incubated either 
sheared genomic DNA or synthetic double-stranded DNA containing an internal 21 bp 
randomized sequence with the His6-tagged McpC sensing domain and then isolated the 
protein-bound fraction of DNA by passing over nickel resin. However, when we 
sequenced the bound fraction, we were unable to identify any enriched sequences. The 
reason is that this assay does not provide the requisite selectivity. 
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We next employed a more stringent screen using a modified version of SELEX-
Seq [107] (Fig 3.9). The goal here was to identify a tight binding sequence starting with 
a DNA library of synthetic, double-stranded DNA, 143 bp in length, containing an internal 
21 bp randomized sequence (the additional sequences contain the adapters and a 
barcode for Illumina sequencing). Briefly, we first enriched for binding sequences using a 
pull-down assay with the His6-tagged McpC sensing domain. We then further enriched 
for sequences binding the McpC sensing domain using the electrophoretic mobility shift 
assay (EMSA), where we incubated the enriched DNA again with the McpC sensing 
domain and then separated the protein bound fraction from the unbound fraction using 
gel electrophoresis. We then amplified the bound fraction by PCR and repeated this cycle 
four more times. The resulting DNA was then sequenced, which yielded 610,427 quality 
reads after trimming and qualify control. We then used DREME to identify motifs enriched 
with these sequence reads [93]. 
DREME identified 41 sequence motifs from the SELEX-enriched DNA library 
ranging from 4 to 8 bp in length with associated P-scores ranging from 10-2 to 10-11 
summarized in Table 3.4. During our initial characterization of these sequence motifs, we 
soon realized that many non-specifically bound the McpC sensing domain. Therefore, we 
employed two negative selections to eliminate the non-specific ones. To do this, we first 
synthesized the 41 double-stranded motif sequences. We then tested whether they bound 
the sensing domain of McpB, a receptor involved in asparagine taxis, using EMSA. This 
sensing domain also contains dCache_1 domain; however, it is not involved in DNAtaxis. 
Nine sequences were found to bind the McpB sensing domain and thus were eliminated. 
Next, we tested whether the remaining sequences bound the McpC sensing domain in 
the presence of saturating proline, which is known to bind the upper dCache_1 domain. 
Our capillary assay experiments found that DNA and proline are competitive attractants, 
suggesting that any sequence that binds McpC in the presence of saturating proline is 
not specific. Of the remaining 32 sequences, 10 were found to bind McpC in the presence 
of proline and thus were eliminated. We then tested the ability of the remaining 22 
sequences to activate CheA kinase using the in vitro receptor-kinase activity. Of the 22 
sequences, only one sequence (CACAA) was capable of activating CheA kinase (Fig 
3.10A). We then used nano ITC to measure the strength of binding of the CACAA 
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sequence to McpC sensing domain (Fig 3.10B). The Kd for the CACAA sequence is 2.2 
μM, which is approximately 10-fold lower than the Kd for proline. 
 
Specificity of the CACAA sequence. We tested all single-nucleotide variants of the 
CACAA sequence using isothermal calorimetry (ITC) and the in vitro receptor-kinase 
assay. Among the fifteen sequences tested (3 variants x 5 positions), four sequences 
(CCCAA, CTCAA, CATAA, and CACGA) bound the McpC sensing domain and were able 
to activate receptor-kinase activity (Fig 3.11A). However, three sequences (CCCAA, 
CTCAA, CACGA) exhibited weak binding (Kd>100 μM), suggesting that these sequences 
are not physiologically relevant attractants. Only the sequence CATAA exhibited 
sufficiently strong binding (Kd=9 μM) to suggest that it is an attractant. These results 
demonstrate the sequence motif CA[C/T]AA is a attractant for B. subtilis. These 
experiments also demonstrate that the chemotactic signal is at least five base pairs in 
length, because any change to the first or fifth position completely eliminates binding and 
signaling. Remarkably, contribution levels of key nucleotides closely matched DNA motif 
logo obtained from DREME analysis (Fig 3.11B). 
 
Synthetic DNA enriched with the CACAA motif elicits a weak and variable 
chemotactic response. We tested chemotaxis to the CACAA motif using the capillary 
assay. Briefly, we measured chemotaxis to a 21 bp double-stranded DNA sequence 
containing one instance of the CACAA motif. Chemotaxis responses to the sequence 
containing CACAA motif were highly variable and weaker than the response to 
chromosomal DNA (Fig 3.12). We also attempted to measure chemotaxis response to 
PCR DNA. The B. subtilis genome contains 8156 instances of the CACAA motif. We 
tested one 400 bp region containing nine instances of the CACAA motif (Fig 3.13A). 
Similar to chemotaxis responses to 21 bp double-stranded DNAs, we observed high 
variability among chemotaxis responses to different biological DNA samples prepared 






We showed that B. subtilis exhibits chemotaxis to chromosomal DNA and prefers the 
DNA of more closely related species than the DNA of more distantly related ones. This 
preference implies that B. subtilis presumably seeks out specific sequences enriched in 
the DNA of more closely species. We also identified McpC as the sole DNA 
chemoreceptor, which sense DNA sequences at upper dCache_1 domain of its 
extracellular sensing module. In addition, we reported a specific DNA motif sequence 
(CA[C/T]AA), which strongly binds McpC extracellular sensing module and activates in 
vitro receptor-coupled CheA kinase. 
 
Specific sequences elicit the DNAtaxis response 
We showed that B. subtilis senses specific chemotactic sequences enriched in the 
chromosomes of closely related bacteria. During our preliminary studies, we identified 
two sequences that activate in vitro receptor-coupled CheA kinase in support of this 
hypothesis. Indeed, the correlation between the frequency of the CA[C/T]AA motif and 
the strength of chemotaxis to the genomic DNA from different species (Fig 3.14A) is 
relatively strong compared with that of a negative sequence, for instance, CCCAA (Fig 
3.14B). However, the absolute value for this correlation is still low (R2=0.5). One 
possibility is that there are additional chemotactic sequences. This would explain why the 
relative frequency of the CA[C/T]AA motif captures only half the variance in our data. The 
other possibility is that the frequency of these motifs is not the dominant factor but rather 
their relative proximity to one another. Our current approach yielded far too many false 
positives and required extensive follow-up analysis to isolate the one true positive from 
the remaining non-specific junk. Thus, a modified assay can improve its utility. 
Computational motif identification is biased towards shorter motifs, so the true 
motif may be longer than five base pairs. Based on the size of the McpC sensing domain, 
we expect that the true motif should be at most ten base pairs in length. It is also possible 
that these additional base pairs will increase chemotaxis even though the exact identity 
of the individual nucleotides may not matter. The SELEX-Seq strategy outlined in Figure 
3.9 was able to identify one chemotactic sequence (CACAA). We were further able to 
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identify an additional chemotactic sequence (CATAA) by testing all single nucleotide 
variants of the CACAA motif. One question is whether additional sequences are 
chemotactic. A refined SELEX-Seq protocol that reduces number of false positives is 
required to answer this question. The rationale for a refined SELEX-Seq is that we likely 
did not sample all possible DNA sequences. Otherwise, we would have identified the 
CATAA motif. Therefore, we expect that repeated application of SELEX-Seq should 
identify new candidate sequences. 
 
McpC binding site for DNA 
Proline and DNA chemotaxes are competitive. These two ligands likely do not bind the 
same site given their relative sizes and structures. Rather, proline binding probably alters 
the conformation of the McpC sensing domain such that DNA is no longer able to bind, 
and vice versa. DNA molecule is larger than amino acids by several factor. It seems less 
likely for DNA to fit in the binding pocket at upper dCache_1 domain, where proline is 
bound. Electrostatic potential analysis of McpC demonstrates that the helix at the top 
surface of upper dCache_1 domain is positively charged. Non-specific electrostatic forces 
between the top helix and negatively charged DNA may recruit the DNA fragments to the 
chemoreceptor surface. Then, interaction of DNA bases at minor or major grooves with 
specific amino acid residues can facilitate specific binding. We currently lack experimental 
evidence to test our hypothesis. However, alanine scanning to identify mutations that 
disrupt DNAtaxis can be used to determine the interacting amino acids. We previously 
employed a similar strategy when investigating asparagine sensing by the McpB 
chemoreceptor [12]. Indeed, it is how we identified the McpC E115A mutation [33]. 
DNAtaxis likely represents a widespread biological phenomenon. The sensing 
domain of McpC consists of dCache_1 domain [33], which are found in the 
chemoreceptors from many different species of bacteria [56]. This suggests that many 
other motile bacteria are capable of DNAtaxis. DNAtaxis involves a novel sensing 
mechanism distinct from transcription factors and other DNA-binding proteins. The same 
B. subtilis chemoreceptor that senses DNA also senses amino acids. In these regards, 
the mechanism appears to differ from other sequence-specific DNA receptors found in 
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eukaryotes [108], [109]. It also suggests that many receptors, previously thought to sense 
one class of molecules, may in fact sense entirely different classes of molecules. 
Moreover, if the specificity can be altered, then it may be possible to use the results from 
this research for synthetic biology, with applications in DNA detection and labeling. 
 
Variability in chemotaxis to synthetic DNA 
Chemotaxis responses to synthetic DNAs were often weaker than of the chromosomal 
DNAs. In particular, we observed high variabilities in chemotaxis responses to either 21 
bp double-stranded DNA or 400 bp PCR DNA samples obtained from different 
preparations (Fig 3.15A).. Although we currently do not have clear answer for this 
phenotype, we hypothesize that perhaps DNA methylation or some other chromosomal 
post modifications play role here. It is known that B. subtilis produces several types of 
nucleases [110]. Most of these nucleases are membrane-bound proteins or are present 
in the periplasm or trapped within the cell wall in great quantities [111]. These endolytic 
and exolytic enzymes can attack unprotected exogenous DNA fragments and degrade 
them into smaller fragments or nucleotides before DNA reach the transmembrane McpC 
(Fig 3.16B). Chromosomal DNAs are often protected against restriction enzymes via 
DNA post modifications such as methylation whereas synthetic DNA fragments lack these 
modifications. We speculate that this different between chromosomal DNA and synthetic 
DNA may explain the weak and variable chemotaxis responses to synthetic DNA. 
 
Physiological significance of DNAtaxis 
Why does B. subtilis perform chemotaxis to DNA? Perhaps the first question to address 
is whether there is sufficient DNA within the environment to generate a chemotactic 
response. The measured extracellular DNA concentration in the soil, where B. subtilis is 
commonly found, is 0.03-200 μg/mL, depending on the source [112]. If we assume the 
moisture content of soil is 50%, then the DNA concentration is 0.06-400 μg/mL [water] 
(also assuming no DNA is immobilized to solids). The upper value is sufficient to generate 
a chemotactic response. However, the response in Fig 3.3 is based on DNA fragments 
100-1000 bp in length. If the fragments are shorter in the environment, then we would 
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expect a greater response (due to more molecules being present). These simple 
calculations suggest that there may be sufficient DNA in the soil to elicit a chemotactic 
response, more so if the DNA is heterogeneously distributed or concentrated in regions 
such as biofilms. 
Natural competence refers to the process where bacteria uptake DNA from their 
environment and then integrate it into their chromosome via homologous recombination 
[113]. This process is thought to be involved in horizontal gene transfer and DNA damage 
repair. However, for recombination to occur, the extracellular DNA must be sufficiently 
similar to the host’s DNA. In some species of bacteria, the DNA uptake machinery binds 
a specific sequence of DNA, known as the uptake sequence, enriched in the host’s 
chromosome [114]. In other species of bacteria, including B. subtilis, the machinery is not 
specific and will uptake any double-stranded DNA [40]. As a consequence, it is not clear 
how this DNA could recombine into the chromosome unless only B. subtilis or related 
DNA is present in the environment. This has led some to question the role of DNA uptake 
for gene transfer and DNA repair [115]. One possibility is that DNAtaxis provides the 
selectivity necessary for competence. According to this model, DNAtaxis causes B. 
subtilis to migrate to regions with high concentrations of its own or closely related DNA, 
thus providing DNA substrates that can recombine in the chromosome. 
Extracellular DNA is used to form many biofilms [116]. One hypothesis is that 
bacteria release DNA not only to form the structural matrix of the biofilm but also to recruit 
related bacteria to the growing biofilm. While little is known about the role of extracellular 
DNA in forming B. subtilis biofilms [117], [118], B. subtilis is known to release 
chromosomal DNA into its environment using both lytic and non-lytic mechanisms [119]–
[123]. Why bacteria release DNA is not known. However, in light of DNAtaxis, it may 
enable bacteria to congregate with nearby kin, for example during biofilm formation. In 
these regards, the mechanism is related to quorum sensing, except that it is involved in 
forming quorums rather than sensing them. 
We lacked sufficient data to evaluate these hypotheses further. The reason is that 
many facets of DNAtaxis remain unanswered. The key one is that we still do not know 
which all DNA sequences serve as attractants. This information is necessary to 
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understand the sequence-specific nature of DNAtaxis. In particular, by identifying these 
sequences, we can understand why B. subtilis prefers the DNA from some species but 
not others. 
Limitations and challenges in this study 
We are unlikely to identify all chemotactic sequences – there are simply too many 
combinations to explore. SELEX-Seq will identify strong binders and likely miss the 
weaker ones. That said, we expect that these weak binding sequences are variants of the 
strong binding sequences, such as the previously identified variants of the CACAA motif, 
so we can always explore more variations using a brute-force approach. 
DNA introduces a number of technical issues that constrain experimental design. 
The key one is our limited ability to produce large volumes of fragmented DNA at high 
concentrations (1 mg/ml) and purity (A260/A280=1.80-186). In particular, many powerful 
assays have been developed for bacterial chemotaxis that would be ideal to study this 
problem. However, generating the requisite volumes of DNA is impractical and extremely 
laborious. As a consequence, we have focused on assays that can be easily scaled to 
small volumes. 
Plastic microcentrifuge tubes have become an indispensable part of biological 
sample handling and storage. Although the quality of these polymeric tubes has improved 
in recent years, a few studies have shown that unpolymerized monomers, plasticizers, 
slip agents, and biocides can contaminate biological samples during storage and or 
handling and adversely affect biological assays [124], [125]. High temperatures (>37°C), 
sonication, and certain chemicals such as alcohols and DMSO have been reported as the 
common factors, which elevate contamination levels. In our experiments, we observed 
that chemicals were released from polyethylene, polystyrene, and polypropylene 
microcentrifuge tubes into small volumes of chemotaxis buffer (25-50 μL) over time (>15 
hours) or at elevated temperatures. When tested in capillary assay, these chemicals 
behaved as attractant for wild-type B. subtilis strain. This chemotaxis response caused 
large variability among different mock and DNA samples (Fig 3.16). Fortunately, among 
several tubes from various suppliers at different volume sizes, we found buffers stored in 
MAXYMum Recovery Microtubes (Axygen) were chemotactically inert (data not shown). 
Interestingly, MAXYMum Recovery Microtubes (Axygen) have the lowest affinity to DNA 
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at high salt concentrations, which results in higher double-stranded DNA recovery during 




This work addresses a previously undocumented biological phenomenon that may alter 
our fundamental understanding of horizontal gene transfer, biofilm formation, community 
structure, and evolution in bacteria. While the proposed research addresses a 
fundamental problem, it potentially addresses many health-related challenges associated 
with the treatment of bacterial infections, such as the acquisition of antibiotic resistance 
gene and the formation of biofilms. 
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3.6. TABLES AND FIGURES 
 
Table 3.1. Strains used in this study 
Strain Relevant genotype or description Reference 
5-alpha E. coli cloning host NEB 
BL21(DE3) E. coli protease deficient expression host Novagen 
OI3269 Bacillus subtilis 168, trpC2  Ordal Lab4 
OI4496 Bacillus megaterium Ordal Lab 
OI1015 Bacillus licheniformis Ordal Lab 
OI3938 Bacillus halodurans Ordal Lab 
OI1014 Bacillus pumilus Ordal Lab 
PTS35 Geobacillus thermoglucosidasius C56-YS93 Gift from Jiewen Zhou 
PTS36 Vibrio Splendidus 12B01 Gift from Ahmet Badur 
OI4506 E. coli MG1655 Ordal Lab 
PTS37 Zymommonas mobilis ZM4 Gift from Kori Dunn 
OI2870 Salmonella typhimurium [57] 
OI1085 trpF7 hisH2 metC133 che+ [57] 
OI3055 mcpA::cat [35] 
OI3056 mcpB::cat [35] 
OI3280 mcpC::erm [126] 
OI3057 tlpA::cat [35] 
OI3058 tlpB::cat [35] 
OI3161 tlpC::cat Ordal Lab 
OI3649 yfmS::erm [32] 
OI3650 yvaQ::erm [32] 
OI3428 hemAT::erm [32] 
OI3532 yoaH::erm [32] 
OI3545 Δ10mcp, ErmR, CmR, KanR ,che+ [32] 
OI3921 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpA, SpcR [21] 
OI3605 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpB, SpcR [34] 
OI3974 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpC, SpcR [21] 
OI4474 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpA, SpcR Chapter 25 
OI4475 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpB, SpcR Chapter 2 
OI4483 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpC, SpcR Chapter 2 
OI4476 OI3545 amyE5720::yfmS, SpcR Chapter 2 
OI4477 OI3545 amyE5720::yvaQ, SpcR Chapter 2 
OI4482 OI3545 amyE5720::hemAT, SpcR Chapter 2 
OI4479 OI3545 amyE5720::yoaH, SpcR Chapter 2 
PTS048 OI3545 thrC::Pveg::mcpC, SpcR This work 
GG276 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpC E115, SpcR [33] 
GG260 OI3280 amyE5720::mcpC E115A, SpcR [33] 
GG456 comK::Cm This work 
PTS052 nucA::erm This work 
  
                                               
4 Unpublished strain was available at Dr. George W. Ordal laboratory strain collection. 
5 The strain was built in the study described in chapter 2 of this dissertation. 
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Table 3.2. Plasmids used in this study 
  
Plasmid Description Reference 
pUC19 Cloning vector; AmpR NEB 
pET28a (+) His-tagged cloning vector for protein purification; KanR Novagen 
pAIN750 B. subtilis empty vector for integration at amyE; AmpR, SpcR [21] 
pBS4S B. subtilis empty vector for integration at thrC; AmpR, SpcR [86] 
pPT006 pBS4S::Pveg This work 
pPT031 pBS4S::Pveg::mcpC This work 
pPT023 pUC19::400 bp DNA fragment enriched with CACAA This work 
pET28a(+)::mcpBN  6xHis-McpB N-terminal expression plasmid This work 
pET28a(+)::mcpCN 6xHis-McpC N-terminal expression plasmid This work 
pGEX-6p-2::cheA GST-CheA overexpression plasmid [23] 
pGEX-6p-2::cheW GST-CheW overexpression plasmid [23] 
pGEX-6p-2::cheD GST-CheD overexpression plasmid [23] 
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Table 3.3. Oligonucleotides used in this study 
  
Name Sequence Purpose 
PT174F 5’AAACGACGGCCAGTGATATTTTCCATCTTCCGG Construction of 
pPT023 PT174R 5’CGGGTACCGAGCTCGGTATCCACAGAGGTTATCGAC 
PT047F 5’TCTGGAATTCGCGGCCGCTTCTAGAG Construction of 
pPT006 PT048R 5’ACTGCAGCGGCCGCTACTAGTA 
PT049F 5’GTTGTACAATAAATGTAGTTATCAAACGAAAGGGCCGATATAG Construction of 


























5’AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGA SELEX library 
amplification 
SELEX R1 
5’CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT SELEX library 
amplification 
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Table 3.4. First round of DNA sequences identified from SELEX-Seq 
Motif P-score Motif P-score Motif P-score 
CTCGA 1.95 ´ 10-11 GTCAAGG 1.50 ´ 10-5 CTAG 6.60 ´ 10-4 
CTTGA 3.25 ´ 10-11 ATCAAGC 2.50 ´ 10-5 CAAG 8.80 ´ 10-4 
CATG 5.07 ´ 10-11 ATCAAGG 3.38 ´ 10-5 CTTAA 1.10 ´ 10-3 
CACAA 4.94 ´ 10-9 CCAACC 3.50 ´ 10-5 GTTGAA 1.70 ´ 10-3 
TCGA 1.65 ´ 10-8 GTCAAGG 3.90 ´ 10-5 GTTAAA 2.30 ´ 10-3 
GTTGAC 1.33 ´ 10-7 CCCAAGG 3.90 ´ 10-5 GTTAAC 3.40 ´ 10-3 
CCCGGG 7.26 ´ 10-7 GCCAAGG 3.00 ´ 10-5 CCCTGG 3.80 ´ 10-3 
CGCTAA 8.10 ´ 10-7 CTCAAGG 4.00 ´ 10-5 CCCAGG 4.70 ´ 10-3 
CTCTAA 1.30 ´ 10-6 CATAA 4.70 ´ 10-5 CCAAG 5.10 ´ 10-3 
GTTTGGT 3.74 ´ 10-6 CACGA 2.00 ´ 10-4 TCCAAGG 8.70 ´ 10-3 
GTCAAGC 3.74 ´ 10-6 CCTGA 2.20 ´ 10-4 TTCAGG 8.90 ´ 10-3 















Figure 3.2. Schematic representation of experimental procedure for purification and 












Figure 3.3. B. subtilis performs chemotaxis to DNA. Chemotaxis to increasing 
concentrations of B. subtilis 168 genomic DNA as determined using the capillary assay. 













Figure 3.4. No chemotaxis is observed to degraded DNA (treated with DNA 
Degradase™) or individual nucleotides (dNMPs). These results were normalized by 
chemotaxis to buffer only (<100 cells). DNA concentration was reduced to 0.5 mg/mL to 
enable complete digestion. In addition, Degradase™ buffer was added to our standard 
chemotaxis buffer so that Degradase™ nuclease cocktail was active. The same buffer 
was used in the pond and capillary to prevent the formation of gradients of compounds 
within Degradase™ buffer, which could potentially serve as attractants or repellents. We 














Figure 3.5. Chemotaxis to DNA (1 mg/mL) from various sources. Error bars denote the 
standard deviation from at least three experiments performed on separate days. All 
experiments were performed using B. subtilis OI1085, a derivative of B. subtilis 168 and 




Figure 3.6. McpC is the sole chemoreceptor for DNAtaxis. (A) Response of single 
chemoreceptor deletions. (B) Response of strains expressing just one chemoreceptor. 
Inset: Strain expressing McpC as sole chemoreceptor from strong Pveg promoter. WT 
denotes the wild-type control (B. subtilis OI1085). Both results were normalized by 













Figure 3.7. Schematic representation of in vitro receptor-coupled kinase assay. (A) 
Isolated receptor-containing membranes are incubated with CheW adaptor protein and 
CheA kinase protein to form the tertiary complex. The signal transduction protein complex 
is then incubated with the ligand of interest and its ability to activate CheA kinase was 
measured by electrophoresis of the protein complex and phosphorimaging. (B) An 
example of kinase activation by a ligand; no activation in the absence of ligand, strong 














Figure 3.8. DNA interacts with upper dCache_1 domain of McpC. (A) McpC sensing 
domain. Orange and green denote the respective upper and lower regions of dCache_1 
domain. Glu115 residue is denoted in yellow. (B) No chemotaxis to DNA was observed for 
the mutant strain expressing McpC-E115A with wild type background, suggesting that 


























Figure 3.10. In vitro characterization of CACAA sequence. (A) The ability of different 
sequence motifs to activate receptor-kinase activity. Note that only proline and the 
CACAA sequence are able to activate receptor-kinase activity. (B) Determination of 










Figure 3.11. Key nucleotides in CACAA DNA motif. (A) Measure of binding strength and 
degree of kinase activation for different sequence variants. Only shown are those 
sequences where binding and activation were observed. (B) DNA motif logo obtained 














Figure 3.12. Variable chemotaxis response of wild type strain to synthetic 21 bp double-
stranded DNA. Chemotaxis to increasing concentrations of short synthetic DNA as 
determined using the capillary assay. Sequence of DNA is shown in the box and the 




Figure 3.13. Variable chemotaxis of wild type and McpC-deficient strains to a 400 bp 
fragment of B. subtilis genome containing multiple instances of CACAA motif. (A) 
Sequence of the fragment with CACAA motif instances highlighted in green. (B) 
Chemotaxis responses of wild type strain to mock sample and CACAA-enriched 400 bp 
DNA sample. As an additional negative control, chemotaxis of DmcpC mutant to DNA 












Figure 3.14. Chemotaxis strength (determined by the capillary assay) as a function of the 
frequency of (A) the positive CA[C/T]AA motif weighted by their affinity and (B) the 
negative CCCAA motif. The red lines show the best fit to a linear function. Not shown are 
the responses to B. subtilis OI1085 and Herring sperm DNA. The binding affinity of the 













Figure 3.15. B. subtilis exhibits chemotaxis to synthetic DNA; but the responses are 
variable. (A) Chemotaxis responses of the wild type strain to B. subtilis 168 chromosomal 
DNA are compared to the responses of the same strain to PCR DNA and short double-
stranded DNA. (B) Schematic representation of possible scenario for observation of 
variable responses to synthetic DNA. The hypothesis is that the nucleases present in the 
cell wall and the periplasm of B. subtilis degrade unprotected synthetic DNA fragments 











Figure 3.16. Variable chemotaxis responses of wild type B. subtilis strain to contaminants 
leached from plastic microcentrifuge tubes to buffer measured in the capillary assay after 
90 minutes incubation. 
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Alcohols are common organic compounds found widely in nature. They are naturally 
produced from simple sugars and certain amino acids and fatty acids in fermentation 
process. Some microorganisms are capable of fermenting different carbon sources into 
alcohols, mainly ethanol. In the past decades, number of ethanol producing bacterial and 
yeast strains have been isolated from sugar-rich environments. The gram-negative 
bacterium, Zymomonas mobilis, and the baker’s yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, are 
the most studied microbes, which are able to naturally ferment significant titers of ethanol 
[127]–[130]. Interestingly, plant roots and leaves are also reported as natural sources of 
ethanol [48], [131]–[133]. For instance, plants roots can anaerobically ferment certain 
amino acids into ethanol under anoxic condition. Ethanol was shown to be beneficial to 
plants as produced ethanol doses were closely correlated with growth of flooded-plants 
[133]. 
Organic alcohols are involved in many complex biological activities such as cell 
metabolism, neurotransmission, and immune response. Alcohols in high doses interact 
nonspecifically with proteins and irreversibly alter structure and function of proteins [134], 
[135]. High concentrations of alcohols typically disrupt the tertiary structure and promote 
secondary structure in proteins [136]. However, alcohols can specifically interact with 
proteins at physiologically relevant concentrations and induce biological activities. For 
instance, it has been shown that ethanol inhibits the function of various ion channel 
proteins [137], neurotransmitter receptors [138], and enzymes [139] involved in signal 
transduction in the range of 1-50 mM [140]. Although the physical binding of alcohols to 
proteins has been demonstrated [141], [142]), the exact molecular mechanisms for these 
specific interactions are not known yet. 
Alcohols, namely ethanol and isopropanol, are commonly known for their 
antimicrobial activities and are widely used as disinfectants to kill bacteria. High 
concentrations of alcohols can denature cellular proteins and inhibit cell metabolism. 
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However, tolerance to alcohols is different among bacteria. For instance, Z. mobilis and 
Bacillus subtilis can tolerate ethanol stress more than Escherichia coli [143], [144]. To 
alleviate ethanol stress, some bacteria have evolved chemosensory mechanisms to 
escape alcohols. For instance, E. coli performs negative chemotaxis against straight and 
branched alcohols [52]. How E. coli senses alcohol gradients and respond to them is not 
well understood. 
In an unexpected discovery, we found that B. subtilis exhibits chemotaxis towards 
alcohols. In particular, B. subtilis prefers short-chain alcohols. Here, we characterized 
chemotaxis responses to different alcohols and identified the chemoreceptors 
responsible to alcohol sensing. We further investigated the alcohol sensing region on 
chemoreceptors using chimeric receptor proteins and in vitro assays. Finally, we 
proposed two distinct scenarios, which can potentially address the physiological 
significance of alcohol chemotaxis in B. subtilis. 
 
4.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Growth media and common buffer 
Luria-Bertani (LB) medium is 1% Tryptone, 0.5% Yeast Extract, 0.5% NaCl. Tryptone 
broth (Tbr) is 1% Tryptone, 0.5% NaCl. TBAB is short for Tryptose Blood Agar Base 
(Difco) 1% Tryptone, 0.3% Beef Extract, 0.5% NaCl, 1.5% agar. Yeast-Peptone-Dextrose 
(YPD) is 1% Yeast Extract, 2% Peptone, 2% Dextrose. Capillary assay minimal medium 
(CAMM) is 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 1.2 mM MgCl2, 0.14 mM CaCl2, 1 
mM (NH4)2SO4, 0.01 mM MnCl2, 4.2 µM ferric citrate. Chemotaxis buffer is 10 mM 
potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 0.14 mM CaCl2, 0.3 mM (NH4)2SO4, 0.1 mM EDTA, 
5 mM sodium lactate, 0.05% (v/v) glycerol. Ethanol (200 proof, HPLC/spectrophotometric 
grade). 
 
Plasmid and strain construction 
Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this work are listed in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, 
respectively. All B. subtilis strains used in chemotaxis assays were derived from 
chemotactic strain (che+) OI1085 [57]. Cloning and DNA manipulations were performed 
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in NEB 5-alpha Competent E. coli strain. NEB Phusion DNA polymerase was used in all 
PCR-amplification steps of DNA cloning according to the manufacturer’s instructions. All 
oligonucleotides were ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) and are listed in 
Table 4.3. Sanger DNA sequencing were conducted at ACGT, Inc. 
 
Construction of chemoreceptor protein purification vector. cDNAs of HemAT amino 
terminal sensor domain (residues 1-178) and carboxyl terminal signaling domain 
(residues 177-432) were separately cloned in frame with the C-terminal His6 tag of 
pET28a(+) between NcoI and HindIII restriction sites and with the N-terminal His6 tag of 
pET28a(+) at NheI restriction site, respectively, using the Gibson assembly technique. 
Cloned vectors were verified by Sanger DNA sequencing and the correct clones were 
transformed with the E. coli BL21 (DE3) strain for protein expression and purification. 
 
Construction of chimeric chemoreceptor genes. All integration vectors containing McpA 
and McpB chimeric chemoreceptor genes were derived from pAIN750mcpB plasmid. 
Targeted DNA fragments on mcpB were replaced with the corresponding fragments of 
mcpA directly on pAIN750mcpB using Gibson assembly technique. With this approach, 
the expression of the resultant chimeric gene was placed under the control of mcpB native 
promoter. Briefly, plasmid backbone plus the part of mcpB present on final chimeric gene 
was synthesized using two opposing primers priming template DNA outwards from the 
fusion point using long PCR. 25 cycles of amplification (30 s denaturation at 98°C, 30 s 
annealing at appropriate annealing temperature, and 4 minutes elongation at 72°C) were 
performed with 5 ng pAIN750mcpB as DNA template and the corresponding primers (see 
Table 4.3). PCR product was visualized on 0.5% agarose gel and the desired DNA 
fragment was excised and purified with Zymo Gel Extraction Kit. For construction of 
chimeric genes, in which a single fragment of mcpB was swapped, a second pair of 
primers with overlapping regions were designed to PCR-amplify the corresponding 
fragment of mcpA from pAIN750mcpA plasmid. For chimeric genes, in which a tandem 
fragment of the mcpB was swapped, three pairs of primers were designed to PCR-amplify 
the corresponding tandem fragment from pAIN750mcpA and the sandwiched mcpB 
fragment from pAIN750mcpB. All PCR products were purified with Zymo PCR DNA 
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purification kit and assembled to the linear DNA obtained from long PCR by NEB Gibson 
Assembly Master Mix according to manufacturer’s recommendations. Finally, 5 µL of 
Gibson reaction product was transformed into competent E. coli strain and the chimeric 
plasmid was isolated and verified by Sanger DNA sequencing. 
 
Construction of site-directed mutagenesis of chemoreceptor genes. Point-mutations were 
introduced into chimeric chemoreceptor genes using long PCR. pAIN750 plasmids 
containing the chimeric genes expression cassette were used as DNA templates. Briefly, 
5 ng of DNA template was subject to 25 cycles of amplification (30 s denaturation at 98°C, 
30 s annealing at appropriate annealing temperature, and 4 minutes elongation at 72°C) 
using two opposing primers containing mutations (see Table 4.3) in a 50-μL reaction. 2-
minute initial denaturation at 98°C and 10-minute final elongation at 72°C were used. 
PCR product was visualized on 0.5% agarose gel and the desired DNA fragment was 
excised and purified with Zymo Gel Extraction Kit. Approximately 100 ng of purified DNA 
was 5’-phosphorylated by NEB T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (PNK) and blunt-ligated for 2 
hours at room temperature with NEB phage T4 DNA ligase according to manufacturer’s 
recommendations. Ligation product was heat-inactivated and transformed into competent 
E. coli strain. Mutant plasmid was isolated and verified by Sanger DNA sequencing. 
 
Construction of B. subtilis strains. Each engineered chemoreceptor gene was integrated 
into amyE locus of B. subtilis strain using double-crossover recombination. Briefly, 
pAIN750 vector containing the corresponding engineered chemoreceptor gene 
expression cassette was linearized at XhoI restriction site and re-ligated with T4 DNA 
ligase to create long DNA concatemer. Resultant DNA concatemer was then transformed 
with B. subtilis strain carrying mutations in all 10 known chemoreceptors (referred to as 
D10) using two-step Spizizen method [41]. Spectinomycin-resistant colonies were then 
streaked on TBAB plate supplemented with 1% soluble starch and grown at 37°C 
overnight. A single colony containing receptor gene expression cassette at amyE locus 




Targeted genes were deleted from the B. subtilis strain chromosome using vectors 
derived from pJSpe (Table 4.2). The experimental procedure for construction of knock-
out vectors are described in Chapter 2 (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). 
 
Protein expression and purification 
CheA, CheW, and CheD proteins used in kinase assay and the cytoplasmic regions McpA 
(residues 305-661) and McpB (residues 305-662) were expressed from glutathione S-
transferase (GST) fusion plasmids (see Table 4.2) and purified from E. coli BL21(DE3) 
strain as described in [88]. GSTrap columns (5 mL; GE Healthcare) were used with an 
Akta Prime FPLC system (GE Healthcare) for purification. To purify the GST fusion 
proteins, cells were grown in 2 liters of LB with 100 μg/mL ampicillin at 37°C and shaking 
at 250 rpm until the OD600 = 0.8. Expression was then induced by the addition of 1 mM 
IPTG (isopropyl-β-d-thiogalactopyranoside), and the culture was grown at 25°C with 250 
rpm shaking for 12 hours. For CheA, the cultures were induced at 37°C for 4 hours. Cells 
were then centrifugated at 8000 x g for 8 minutes and resuspended in TBS (50 mM Tris, 
pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl) buffer with 1% Triton X100 and 1 mM of DTT for every 1 gram of 
cell pellet. The cells were then disrupted by sonication (5 x 10 s pulse). The supernatants 
were clarified by two rounds of centrifugations (9000 x g, 15 minutes; 40000 x g, 40 
minutes), and applied to 5 mL GSTrap columns pre-washed with 10 column volumes of 
TBS buffer. Protein bound columns were then washed with at least 15 column volumes 
of TBS buffer, and GST tagged proteins were eluted with using 10 mL of glutathione 
elution buffer (GEB; 50 mM Tris, 5 mM glutathione, pH 8). To remove the GST tag, the 
purified proteins were cleaved by PreScission protease, as specified by the supplier 
(Amersham Biosciences), and applied to another 5 mL GSTrap column. The flow-through 
was collected and concentrated to ~5 mL using a cellulose ultrafiltration membrane 
(Millipore) in an Amicon ultrafiltration cell. Last, the purified proteins were dialysed in 
TKMD buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 50 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT)) 
and aliquots were stored at −80°C. 
 
The sensor domain of HemAT chemoreceptor (HemATN) was expressed as C-terminal 
His6-tagged fusion and the signaling domain of HemAT (HemATC) was expressed as N-
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terminal His6-tagged fusion both from the E. coli BL21(DE3) strain. To purify His6-tagged 
proteins, cells were grown in 2 liters of LB medium supplemented with 30 µg/mL 
kanamycin at 37°C and shaking at 250 rpm until OD600 = 0.7. Expressions were then 
induced by addition of 1 mM IPTG, and the cultures were grown at 25°C with 250 rpm 
shaking for 12 hours. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 8000 x g, 4°C for 10 
minutes. Cells harboring HemATN were resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM sodium 
phosphate, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM Imidazole, pH 8.0). Cells harboring HemATC were 
resuspended in lysis buffer (20 mM sodium phosphate, 500 mM NaCl, 20 mM-40 mM 
imidazole pH 7.4) with 1% Triton X100 and 1 mM of DTT for every 1 gram of cell pellet  
Cells were cracked open by sonication (5 x 10 s pulse) and cell debris was removed by 
centrifugation at 12000 x g for 1 hour. The dark red supernatant containing HemATN was 
clarified by 0.45-µm filter and applied to 5 mL GE HisTrap column prewashed with NiSO4 
and binding buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4 pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole). Protein 
bound column was washed with binding buffer, and His-tagged protein was eluted with 
elution buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate, 300 mM NaCl, 250 mM Imidazole, pH 8.0). The 
cell lysate containing HemATC was then loaded onto 5 mL GE HisTrap column and 
washed with the lysis buffer. The fusion proteins were eluted from the column with elution 
buffer (20 mM sodium phosphate, 500 mM NaCl, 500 mM imidazole pH 7.4). The 
collected HemATN and HemATC protein samples were concentrated with a cellulose 
ultrafiltration membrane (Millipore) in an Amicon ultrafiltration cell and dialyzed into 
dialysis buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl) for HemATN case and TKM buffer (50 
mM Tris, 50 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, pH 8.0) for HemATC case and the aliquots were stored 
at -80°C. 
 
Ultraviolet-visible (UV) spectral measurements 
UV spectra of purified HemAT sensor titrated with ethanol were recorded on an Agilent 
8453 UV spectrophotometer in anaerobic condition. The deoxygenated HemAT sensor 
was obtained by adding a few grains of sodium dithionite in glove box. The reduced 
protein was then desalted by passing it through Bio-Spin column and mixed with different 
concentrations of ethanol in a quartz cuvette with micro stir bar and the UV absorptions 
were measured by spectrophotometer. The spectral measurements of oxygenated 
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HemAT sensor were performed in aerobic condition. Prior to measurements, proteins 
were re-oxygenated simply by brief exposure to air. 
 
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry 
Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiments were performed at 25°C on a Nano ITC 
(TA instruments). 100 µM of the His-tagged C-terminal fragment region of McpB, McpA, 
and HemAT in TKM buffer (50 mM Tris, 50 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, pH 8.0) were separately 
titrated with 100 mM of ethanol solution prepared in the same TKM buffer. The titration 
mixture was stirred at a speed of 300 rpm and consisted of 25 injections (2.2 µL) 
separated by 1200 s intervals. Control experiments to assess the heat of dilution were 
also performed with the same settings. The data was processed using NanoAnalyze 2.1 
software package (TA instruments). 
 
Cell growth experiments 
Cell growth was measured by optical absorbance at 600 nm. Wild type B. subtilis (OI1085) 
strain was first grown on TBAB plate at 30°C for 16 hours. For growth experiments under 
minimal condition, the cells were then scraped from the plates and resuspended to A600 
= 0.03 in 50-mL capillary assay minimal medium (CAMM), supplemented with 50 μg/mL 
histidine, methionine, and tryptophan. The cell cultures were grown at 37°C with aeration 
until they reach the OD600 = 0.6 (~4.5 hours). The cells were then diluted 1:20 (v/v) into 
50-mL capillary assay minimal medium, supplemented with 1 M ethanol or 0.5% g/mL 
glucose as positive control and grown up to 24 hours at 37°C and shaking at 250 rpm. 
For growth experiments under rich condition, the cells were scraped from TBAB plates 
and resuspended to A600=0.03 in 50-mL LB medium and grown to reach OD600 = 0.4 at 
37°C and shaking at 250 rpm. Then, cells were divided to three cultures and were 
separately supplemented with 0.01 M, 0.1 M, and 1 M ethanol and grown at 37°C with 
aeration up to 5 hours. 
 
Ethanol utilization measurements 
Ethanol concentrations were measured using a Shimadzu high-performance liquid 
chromatography system equipped with a RID-10A refractive index detector, an Aminex 
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HPX-87H carbohydrate analysis column (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA), and 
a cation H microguard cartridge (Bio-Rad Laboratories). The column and guard cartridge 
were kept at 65°C, and 0.5 mM H2SO4 was used a mobile phase at a constant flow rate 
of 0.6 mL/min. Prior to measurements, cells culture samples were pelleted, and then the 
supernatant was passed through a 0.22-µm polyethersulfone syringe filter. Peaks were 
identified and quantified by retention time comparison to the standards. 
 
Preparation of bacterial membranes 
The bacterial strains were grown for 16 hours at 30°C on TBAB plates. The cells were 
then scraped from the plates and resuspended to A600 = 0.03 in 50-mL capillary assay 
minimal medium (CAMM), supplemented with 50 μg/ml histidine, methionine, and 
tryptophan. The cell cultures were grown at 37°C with aeration until they reach mid-
exponential phase (approximately 6 hours). The cells were then diluted 1:10 (v/v) into 50-
mL capillary assay minimal medium, supplemented with only 0.02% tryptone. The 
cultures were then diluted 1:10 (v/v) into multiple flasks (to a total volume of 50 mL 
capillary assay minimal medium with no tryptone) and were grown with shaking at 37°C 
until an A600 = 0.6. The cells were then harvested by pelleting at 9900 x g for 15 minutes 
and washed 3 times with 1 M KCl to remove extracellular proteases. Cells were 
resuspended in sonication buffer+ (10 mM potassium phosphate pH 7.0, 10 mM MgCl2, 
1 mM EDTA, 0.3 mM DTT, 20 mM KCl, 1 mM glutamate, 2 mM phenylmethanesulphonyl 
fluoride and 20% glycerol). EDTA and phenylmethanesulphonyl fluoride were added as 
protease inhibitors. Cells were sonicated and debris removed by centrifugation at 17600 
x g for 15 minutes. Bacterial membranes were removed by centrifugation at 120000 x g 
for 2 hours in a Beckman 70 Ti rotor. Pelleted membranes were resuspended in MT buffer 
(10 mM potassium phosphate pH 7.0, 1 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM EDTA, and 1 mM 2-
mercaptoethanol) and homogenized in a glass/Teflon homogenizer and re-centrifuged. 
This step was repeated once more. Finally, the membranes were homogenized in MT 





In vitro assay for receptor-coupled kinase activity 
Reactions consisted of isolated chemoreceptor-containing B. subtilis membranes and 
purified proteins were prepared at the following monomeric concentrations: 6 µM 
chemoreceptor, 2 µM CheW, 2 µM CheA kinase, and 2 µM CheD. The reaction buffer 
contained 50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 50 mM KCl, and 5 mM MgCl2 with different concentrations 
of ethanol and without ethanol as negative control. 20 µL reactions were pre-incubated at 
23°C for 60 minutes to permit formation of the chemoreceptor-kinase complex. CheA 
autophosphorylation was initiated by the addition of [g-32P] ATP (4000-8000 cpm/pmol) to 
a final concentration of 0.1 mM. 5 µL aliquots were quenched at 15 s by mixing with 15 
µL of 2X Laemmli sample buffer containing 25 mM EDTA at room temperature, essentially 
fixing the level of phosphor-CheA. Initial phosphor-CheA formation rates were analyzed 
by 12% SDS-PAGE. Gels were dried immediately after electrophoresis and phosphor-
CheA was quantified by phosphor-imaging (Molecular Dynamics). 
 
Capillary assay for chemotaxis 
The capillary assay was performed as described previously [5], [31] to quantitatively 
measure chemotaxis responses to alcohols and other ligands used in control 
experiments. Briefly, cells were grown for 16 hours at 30 °C on TBAB plates. The cells 
were then scraped from the plates and resuspended to A600 = 0.03 in 5-mL capillary assay 
minimal medium supplemented with 50 μg/ml histidine, methionine, tryptophan and 20 
mM sorbitol, and 2% Tryptone Broth. The cultures were grown to A600 = 0.4-0.45 at 37 °C 
and 250 rpm shaking. At this point, 50 μl of GL solution (5% (v/v) glycerol, 0.5 M sodium 
lactate) was added and cells were incubated for another 15 minutes (at 37 °C, 250 rpm 
shaking). Cells were then washed twice with chemotaxis buffer (pH 7.0) and incubated 
for additional 25 minutes (at 37 °C, 250 rpm shaking) to assure that the cells were motile 
Prepared cells were then diluted to A600 = 0.001 in chemotaxis buffer pH 7.0 and aliquoted 
into 0.3-mL ponds on a slide warmer at 37 °C and closed-end capillary tubes filled with 
alcohols or amino acids prepared with chemotaxis buffer pH 7.0 were inserted. After 30 
minutes cells in the capillaries were harvested and transferred to 3 mL of top agar (1% 
Tryptone, 0.8% NaCl, 0.8% agar, 0.5 mM EDTA) and plated onto Tbr (1% Tryptone, 0.5% 
NaCl, 1.5% agar) plates. These plates were incubated at 37°C for 16 hours and colonies 
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were counted to derive the data. Experiments were performed in triplicate and on three 
different days to assure reproducibility. 
 
Anti-fungal activity assay 
Anti-fungal activity of wild type B. subtilis strains were assays using disc diffusion method. 
Briefly, S. cerevisiae CEN.PK113-7D strain [129] was grown in YPD medium at 30°C for 
24 hours. 0.1% (v/v) of yeast culture was mixed with YPD top agar (1% Yeast Extract, 
2% Peptone, 2% Dextrose, 0.8% Bacto agar) and spread it on top of a YPD plate (1% 
Yeast Extract, 2% Peptone, 2% Dextrose, 2% Bacto agar) in a 9-cm petri dish. After top 
was agar layer solidified, a 10 mm filter paper (Whatman Filter Paper, Grade 1) discs 
were carefully laid on top of yeast layer. The discs were then loaded with B. subtilis strains 
grown overnight in LB medium at 37°C. The plates were incubated at 30°C for another 




Domain predictions for McpA and McpB receptors were carried out using phmmer search 
engine of HMMER web-server and UniProt reference proteomes database at default 
sequence E-values thresholds [60]. Boundaries of both transmembrane alpha helices 
were first predicted using TMHMM web-server v.2.0 [61] and then manually adjusted 
using information from propensity analysis of amino acid distributions around lipid/water 
interfaces [62]. Sub-regions of cytoplasmic signaling domain of McpB were predicted by 
alignment of amino acid sequences of cytoplasmic domains obtained from different E. 
coli (Tar, Tsr, Trg, and Tap) and B. subtilis (McpA, McpB, TlpA, and tlpB) chemoreceptors. 
Desired amino acid sequences of these chemoreceptors were extracted from an earlier 
work [145] and the multiple sequence alignments were carried out using MUSCLE [63] 
with the default parameter values. The alignment results were then compared with the 
comprehensive domain analysis data reported earlier [145] to identify the sub-regions. 
Pairwise amino acid sequence alignments between McpA and McpB for chimeric receptor 





B. subtilis exhibits chemotaxis to short-chain alcohols. We employed the capillary 
assay to measure chemotaxis to alcohols. Briefly, cells resuspended in chemotaxis buffer 
were incubated with capillaries containing alcohol solution in chemotaxis buffer. Number 
of the cells accumulated in the capillaries in response to an alcohol gradient was 
quantified as the chemotaxis response towards that alcohol. We tested different alcohols 
with increasing number of carbons in their alkyl groups (<hexanol). Alcohols with larger 
alkyl groups had minimal solubility in water and were not tested. We found that B. subtilis 
shows chemotaxis to methanol, ethanol, iso-propanol, and tert-butanol. Interestingly, no 
chemotaxis to n-propanol, n-butanol, and n-pentanol was observed (Fig 4.1A). 
Chemotaxis to alcohols were dose-dependent (as an example see Fig 4.1B). Peak 
response to ethanol was obtained when ethanol concentration in capillary was around 
10% (1.78 M). However, chemotaxis responses to higher concentrations of ethanol 
decreased, most likely because cells did not survive higher ethanol concentrations in 
capillaries. 
 
B. subtilis chemotaxis to alcohols is independent of foraging process. We 
wondered whether B. subtilis has developed chemotaxis to alcohols as a mechanism 
to access to carbon source in limited nutrient conditions. It is shown that the wild type 
B. subtilis can ferment a wide range of sugars and amino acids into lactate, acetate, 
butanediol, and trace amounts of ethanol [146]. In particular, there are two enzymes in 
B. subtilis fermentation pathway known as ALDH, acetaldehyde dehydrogenase, and 
ADH, alcohol dehydrogenase, that mediate the production of ethanal [146]. We wanted 
to know whether B. subtilis could re-assimilate ethanol as the carbon source. To test 
this hypothesis, we attempted to grow the wild type B. subtilis 168 on ethanol either as 
the sole carbon source in minimal condition or in rich condition. Under minimal 
condition, cells did not grow on 1 M ethanol (Fig 4.2A). As high concentrations of 
ethanol could be toxic to cells, we repeated the growth experiments using lower 
concentrations of ethanol in minimal growth conditions. Again, no growth was observed 
(data not shown). As expected, the ethanol concentration was intact during the 
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experiments. Next, we wanted the know whether B. subtilis can consume ethanol when 
other carbon sources are present in the medium. Therefore, we repeated the growth 
experiments in LB rich medium supplemented with 0.01 M, 0.1 M, and 1 M ethanol. We 
observed that cells did not consume ethanol at all (Fig 4.2B). Interestingly, cells growth 
was partially inhibited when the culture was supplemented with 0.01 M ethanol. The 
inhibition was more pronounced when ethanol concentration was higher in the medium 
as the cell densities were almost intact after 5 hours. Ethanol often is known to kill 
bacterial cells. These results, however, suggested that B. subtilis can tolerate high 
doses of ethanol. 
 
HemAT and McpB are alcohol chemoreceptors. B. subtilis has ten chemoreceptors. 
To identify the chemoreceptors responsible for alcohol sensing, we first tested mutants 
expressing just one type of chemoreceptor. Among 10 mutants, only two mutants 
expressing either McpB or HemAT as a sole chemoreceptor were able to mediate 
chemotaxis to ethanol (Fig 4.3A). Consistently, when either McpB or HemAT was 
deleted from the wild type, chemotaxis response to ethanol was reduced compared 
with the wild type. When both of McpB and HemAT were deleted from the wild type, no 
chemotaxis to ethanol was observed (Fig 4.3B). In addition, the mutants expressing 
either McpB or HemAT supported chemotaxis to short-chain alcohols similar to the wild 
type (Fig 4.4). 
 
Ethanol activates CheA kinase in vitro. The in vitro receptor-kinase assay has been 
used to study how attractant binding modulates CheA kinase activity in both E. coli and 
B. subtilis [11], [104]. We employed this assay to determine whether ethanol can 
activate CheA kinase in vitro. Briefly, membranes expressing either McpB or HemAT 
were isolated. CheA and CheW were then added to these membranes to the final 
concentrations that matched their stoichiometry in wild type cells. The mixture was then 
incubated with increasing concentrations of ethanol, and buffer as negative control. The 
reaction was initiated by adding radiolabelled [γ-32P]-ATP and then quenched after 5 s 
to fix the level of phosphorylated CheA. Gel electrophoresis and phosphorimaging were 
then used to measure the relative levels of phosphorylated CheA. Using this assay, we 
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found that ethanol activates receptor-kinase activity (Fig 4.5). In addition, ethanol was 
unable to activate membranes lacking either McpB or HemAT (data not shown). These 
results demonstrate that the ternary complex (McpB-CheW-CheA or HemAT-CheW-
CheA) is necessary for alcohol chemotaxis. 
 
Heme group of HemAT sensor domain does not sense ethanol. Sensor domain of 
HemAT contains a heme group, which can sense molecular oxygen and elicit aerotactic 
signal. Spectral analysis of HemAT sensor has revealed that the heme group interacts 
with O2 via forming hydrogen bonds [32], [147]–[149]. Here, we employed UV 
spectroscopy to characterize the possible interaction of HemAT sensor domain with 
ethanol. To verify that our purified protein was functional, we first measured UV 
absorption of both oxygenated and deoxygenated HemAT sensor domain. Consistent 
with earlier reports [32], [147], [148], we observed three major peaks at 412 nm (Soret), 
544 nm (b-band), and 578 nm (a-band) for oxygenated HemAT while dithionite-reduced 
deoxygenated HemAT had two major peaks at 434 nm and 556 nm. We then attempted 
to characterize the UV spectra of deoxygenated HemAT sensor domain incubated with 
different doses of ethanol. Briefly, deoxygenated purified HemAT sensor was mixed with 
various concentrations of ethanol, and then UV spectra were recorded in glove box. We 
observed only two major peaks at 434 nm and 556 nm similar to spectrum obtained for 
deoxygenated HemAT. Additionally, increasing ethanol concentration did not affect the 
overall shape of the spectra (Fig 4.6). These results suggested that heme group is likely 
not involved in sensing alcohols. 
 
Chimeric receptor analysis revealed that the methylation helices of McpB are 
involved in alcohol sensing. McpB can mediate chemotaxis to four amino acids and is 
the sole asparagine chemoreceptor in B. subtilis. McpB extracellular ligand binding region 
contains a double Cache (dCache_1) domain that can recognize these amino acids. In 
this study, we discovered that McpB can also mediate chemotaxis to alcohols (see Fig 
4.3 and 4.4). To identify the alcohol-sensing region on McpB, we attempted to examine a 
number of chimeric receptors between McpA and McpB for their ability to respond to 
ethanol in the capillary assay. McpA is a paralog of McpB and does not sense ethanol. 
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Therefore, we expected no response to ethanol when ethanol sensing region on the McpB 
was swapped with the corresponding region on the McpA. 
We first created McpB287A, McpB359A, and McpA358B to determine whether the 
extracellular ligand binding region, HAMP domain, or the cytoplasmic signaling region 
were involved in sensing alcohols (Fig 4.7A). In these chimeras, N-terminal McpB module 
was fused to C-terminal McpA module or vice versa. The designated numbers in notation 
of chimeras represented the last amino acid of the N-terminal module. When expressed 
as a sole chemoreceptor, McpB287A and McpB359A did not support chemotaxis to ethanol 
even though they responded to asparagine similar to the wild type McpB. However, the 
mutant expressing McpA358B as a sole chemoreceptor showed response to ethanol 
similar to the wild type McpB. As expected, this mutant was insensitive to asparagine (Fig 
4.7B). These results suggested that the cytoplasmic signaling region alone was 
responsible for ethanol sensing. Comparative amino acid sequence analysis of several 
chemoreceptors from different species has revealed three main sub-regions on the 
cytoplasmic signaling regions of McpB and McpA [145]. These sub-regions are known as 
the methylation helices (MH), flexible bundle (FB), and conserved signaling tip. First, 
focusing on the methylation helices, we created McpB374A, McpB397A, McpB433A to further 
narrow down the alcohol sensing region. When expressed as a sole chemoreceptor, 
McpB433A mediated responses to asparagine and ethanol while the other two showed 
responses only to asparagine (Fig 4.7B), suggesting that the region spanning residues 
397-433 on the methylation helix is likely involved in ethanol sensing. 
 
Ethanol directly binds the C-terminal signaling modules of McpB and HemAT. We 
wanted to know whether the alcohols induce chemosensory signals through binding the 
receptors or via an indirect mechanism. We showed ethanol can activate in vitro CheA 
kinase implying that the alcohols likely interact with McpB and HemAT directly. However, 
one may argue that the lipoproteins carried over with isolated membranes might be 
involved in alcohol sensing. To address this concern, we tested whether the purified 
receptor proteins can directly bind ethanol using the in vitro Isothermal Titration 
Calorimetry (ITC). Earlier, we showed that ethanol does not bind the sensor domain of 
HemAT and perhaps the C-terminal module of HemAT interacts with ethanol. Additionally, 
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in vivo chimeric receptor analysis results suggested that the cytoplasmic signaling region 
of McpB is responsible for alcohol sensing. To assess the ability of these receptors to 
directly bind ethanol, we purified the C-terminal regions of McpB (McpBC: residues 305-
662) and HemAT (HemATC: residues 177-433) and tested them in the ITC assay. We 
observed that ethanol could indeed bind both McpBC and HemATC and the binding was 
exothermic (Fig 4.8A, B). To assure that this binding was not due to non-specific 
interaction between the proteins and ethanol, we conducted the assay with the purified 
C-terminal McpA (McpAC: residues 305-661). We observed that the released heat levels 
were decreased to some extent as more ethanol was titrated with McpAC (Fig 4.8C). This 
reduction in heat levels, however, was not significant and likely due to non-specific 
interaction between ethanol and McpAC. In addition, we conducted the ITC assay without 
proteins to assess the heat of dilutions resulted from solvation of ethanol in water. As 
shown on (Fig 4.8D), heat of dilution impact on our results was insignificant. 
 
B. subtilis inhibits S. cerevisiae’s growth. We showed that the wild type B. subtilis 
strains did not metabolize ethanol either as the sole carbon source or when other 
carbon sources were present in the medium (see Fig 4.2). We wanted to know why B. 
subtilis is attracted to ethanol. Alcohols, mainly ethanol, are naturally produced in 
fermentation process by microorganisms. Compared to other microorganisms, yeasts 
specially S. cerevisiae are the common microbes to ferment wide ranges of sugars to 
ethanol [150]. Bacterial contamination was identified as one of the reasons to adversely 
affect ethanol production by yeast [150], [151]. For example, one study reported that six 
bacterial strain isolated form baker’s yeast samples had antifungal activity against S. 
cerevisiae [152]. Interestingly, A B. subtilis strain was also among them. 
B. subtilis is known as a predator bacterium and its predatory behavior with other 
microorganisms has been documented [153]. This behavior may offer B. subtilis the 
opportunity to survive in nutrient-limited environments under competition with other 
microorganisms. We hypothesized that B. subtilis chemotaxis to alcohols has been 
developed to aid the cells to find their preys, such as yeasts, and invade them under 
nutrient-limited conditions. Along these lines, we attempted to assess antimicrobial 
activity of our B. subtilis strains against S. cerevisiae using disc diffusion assay. This 
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assay was used by another group to identify the antifungal lipopeptides secreted from a 
B. subtilis strain distinct from ours. Briefly, S. cerevisiae strain was grown in YPD liquid 
medium, then mixed with YPD top agar and spread on YPD plate to form a thin solid 
layer. Filter papers were then placed on top of yeast layer and loaded with overnight-
grown B. subtilis strains. For control, other filter papers were loaded with water and LB. 
Plates were then incubated at 30°C for another day to allow lipopeptides secreted by B. 
subtilis diffuse out to yeast layer. We observed transformable strain derived from 
undomesticated B. subtilis NCBI 3610 strain antagonized S. cerevisiae growth while 
laboratory wild type strain (OI1085) did not (Fig 4.9). This behavior can be simply 
explained by the fact that the laboratory strain lacks srfA gene, which is necessary for 




We discovered that Bacillus subtilis performs chemotaxis to short-chain alcohols. Among 
10 B. subtilis chemoreceptor, we found HemAT and McpB were the only ones to mediate 
chemotaxis to alcohols. In the present study we employed combination of in vivo and in 
vitro assays to determine how these two distinct chemoreceptors elicit chemosensory 
response to alcohols. Additionally, we investigated the physiological significance of B. 
subtilis chemotaxis to alcohols. 
 
B. subtilis chemotaxis to alcohols 
Alcohols are known as biocides, which are widely used at high concentrations to 
inactivate microorganisms. Several alcohols have been shown to have antimicrobial 
activity against vegetative bacteria and reversibly inhibit sporulation and spore 
germination [154]. Generally, alcohols cause damage to cell membrane and denature 
proteins in cells cytosols. It then seems reasonable for bacteria to stay away from these 
harms. E. coli, for example, has been shown to swim away from straight-chain and 
branched-chain alcohols using its chemotaxis machinery [52]. However, this might not be 
true for other types of bacteria. Depending on their natural habitats and interactions with 
other microorganisms, certain bacteria might have developed resistance against 
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alcohols. Bacillus species including B. subtilis strains have been shown to have high 
tolerance to alcohols [155], [156]. In an unexpected discovery, we found wild type B. 
subtilis laboratory strain exhibits chemotaxis towards alcohols. In particular, B. subtilis 
prefers short-chain alcohols among water-soluble alcohols tested (see Fig 4.1A). These 
alcohols all have biological routes and are naturally present in nature in large quantities.  
 
Alcohol sensing mechanism 
B. subtilis expresses 10 chemoreceptors. Of these, eight chemoreceptors are 
transmembrane and other two are soluble in cytoplasm. HemAT is the most abundant 
soluble chemoreceptor in B. subtilis, which is responsible for aerotaxis. The 
chemoreceptor is composed of a protoglobin sensor domain and a signaling domain with 
a protein architecture similar to cytoplasmic domains of other chemoreceptors [32]. 
Protoglobin domain of HemAT contains a bound heme group that can directly bind 
molecular oxygen. Recent Resonance Ramon, X-ray, and UV spectroscopic analysis 
have revealed the amino acids control binding of oxygen to heme group [149], [157]–
[159]. However, how oxygen-heme interaction triggers aerotactic signals in B. subtilis is 
still unknown. 
In this work, we found HemAT alone can mediate chemosensory response to 
alcohols (see Fig 4.4). We first attempted to find where alcohols interact with HemAT. 
First immediate guess was heme group of the sensor domain. Previous UV spectra 
analysis had shown that major peaks patterns vary between the oxygenated and the 
deoxygenated forms of HemAT: oxygenated heme has three major peaks at 412 nm, 544 
nm, and 578 nm while reduced form of heme has two major peaks at 434 and 556 [148] 
(see Fig 4.6). To determine whether ethanol also interacts with heme group, we measured 
UV absorption of reduced HemAT sensor domain at presence of various concentrations 
of ethanol. We did not observe any difference in the spectrum of the protein at presence 
and absence of ethanol suggesting that ethanol may not interact with the heme group, 
and perhaps the signaling domain of the receptor is responsible for sensing. 
Due to modular structure of chemoreceptor proteins, receptor chimeras have been 
created to identify the ligand sensing regions. Recently, one group constructed a set of 
chimeric receptors between N-terminus of B. subtilis HemAT and C-terminus of E. coli 
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Tsr to elucidate the signaling properties of globin and protoglobin domains [160]. In similar 
approach, we also created a set of receptor chimeras between HemAT and McpA and 
between HemAT and another B. subtilis soluble receptor, YfmS. Unfortunately, none of 
our chimeric receptors were functional. 
B. subtilis also performs chemotaxis to amino acids. Two transmembrane 
chemoreceptors, McpB and McpC, can recognize all 20 proteinogenic amino acids. McpB 
can sense mediate chemotaxis to four amino acids and is the sole receptor for 
asparagine. Both McpB and McpC contain dCache_1 domain on their extracellular 
sensing region, which directly or indirectly interacts with amino acids. Ligand sensing B. 
subtilis is not exclusive to extracellular sensing domain. We earlier showed that the 
cytoplasmic, C-terminal module of the McpC acts as a sensory-input element during 
carbohydrate chemotaxis. This sensing mechanism was, however, a result of an indirect 
interaction between carbohydrates and McpC cytoplasmic signaling domain. In the 
present study, we found that McpB also can elicit chemosensory responses to alcohols. 
To narrow down the ethanol sensing region on McpB, we constructed chimeric receptors 
between McpB and McpA. We took advantage of the Gibson assembly technique to fuse 
various N-terminal modules of McpB to C-terminal modules of McpA with no need for the 
presence of appropriate restriction sites on the receptor genes sequences. This protein 
engineering approach allowed us to systematically examine different domains of McpB 
for their potential roles in ethanol sensing. Through chimeric receptor analysis, we found 
that the methylation helices on the C-terminal module of the McpB is responsible for 
alcohol sensing. Additionally, we showed that ethanol directly interacts with C-terminal 
modules of McpB and HemAT using the in vitro kinase assay and ITC. 
 
Physiological significance of alcohol chemotaxis 
Simple alcohols are found widely in nature. Ethanol is the most prominent alcohol 
produced by number of microorganisms in the fermentation process. Certain sugars, 
amino acids, and fatty acids are the main precursors utilized in fermentation pathways. 
Glucose is a highly abundant sugar in fruits and plants, which can be efficiently converted 
into ethanol by some bacteria and yeasts. For example, Zymomonas mobilis and S. 
cerevisiae are the two most recognized microbes for their high capabilities in fermenting 
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glucose into ethanol. The natural habitat of both organisms includes sugar-rich plants and 
fruits [127], [128], [130]. On the other hand, plant leaves and roots are also capable of 
ethanol biosynthesis in anoxic condition. In fact, ethanolic fermentation is important for 
hypoxia/anoxia tolerance of plants roots [48], [131], [132]. One study reported that ethanol 
concentrations in the roots was closely correlated with the root growth under anoxic stress 
[133].  
B. subtilis is a soil bacterium. In particular, it inhabits the rhizosphere of a variety 
of plants [45], [46] and can grow in close association with plant root surface as biofilm 
[45]. It is believed that these associations are symbiotic; B. subtilis promotes plants 
growth by protecting them against potential bacterial and fungal pathogens, and plants 
provide nutrients for B. subtilis [161]. Antimicrobial activity of B. subtilis against 
pathogenic bacteria and yeasts have been documented [47], [162]. In this study, we also 
demonstrated that B. subtilis 3610 strain can inhibit the activity of S. cerevisiae (see 
Figure 4.9) similar to other B. subtilis isolates. It appears that lipopeptides such as 
surfactin secreted by B. subtilis behave as antimicrobial agents. Surfactin’s role in 
microbe inhibition can be highlighted by the evidence that our wild type B. subtilis 
laboratory strain did not inhibit yeast growth. In fact, this strain contains mutations on srfA 
operon, which is required for surfactin synthesis [163]. 
Chemotaxis has been shown to promote bacterial colonization on plants roots 
[164]–[166]. It enables flagellated motile bacteria to swim towards plant roots in response 
to chemical compounds released by them. Chemotaxis to root exudates, however, differs 
among bacteria. For example, plant-growth-promoting rhizobacteria Pseudomonas 
fluorescens is strongly attracted to citric and malic acid, which are the most abundant 
compounds found in root exudates of tomato while Azotobacter chroococcum shows 
strong chemotaxis towards sugars than amino acids released by the same plant [166]. 
Chemotaxis response of the trefoil strain of Rhizobium spp. to root exudates is different 
from the other two as it is not attracted by simple sugars and amino acids [165]. B. subtilis 
chemotaxis to plants roots has also been documented. Recently, one group found that 
cells start forming a biofilm only several hours after motile cells settle on Arabidopsis 
thaliana roots [167]. They showed that chemotaxis was required for B. subtilis early 
colonization. They also characterized McpB and McpC as the main chemoreceptors for 
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root exudates prepared in vitro. Here, we argue that chemotaxis to ethanol could also 
promote B. subtilis colonization of plants roots. Perhaps, B. subtilis has evolved to sense 
and respond to alcohols released by flooded plants roots (Fig 4.10).  
We showed HemAT along McpB were the only chemoreceptors for alcohols. 
HemAT is the most abundant chemoreceptor in B. subtilis [69], which mediates B. subtilis 
aerotaxis. It might be one of the most ancient chemoreceptors too because homologous 
HemAT-like proteins have also been found in archaea genomes [32], [147]. In early days 
of evolution perhaps HemAT was evolved to sense ethanol gradient and enable cells to 
swim towards plant roots where nutrients were abundant. B. subtilis chemotaxis to 
alcohols could be also be to predatory behavior of this bacterium. As discussed earlier, 
some yeasts can produce significant amounts of ethanol in nature. One possible scenario 
is that B. subtilis has evolved chemotaxis to ethanol to find yeasts and go after their 
nutrient-rich preys. Indeed, more experimental evidence is required to prove these 




This study presents a novel phenomenon in bacterial chemotaxis. It was long believed 
that alcohols are chemorepellents for bacteria likely because of their capability in 
damaging cell membrane or inhibiting cell metabolism. Our results contradicted this 
general belief. We showed that short-chain alcohols are, indeed, chemoattractants for B. 
subtilis. In addition, we introduced a novel sensing region for chemoreceptors, which was 
different from canonical sensing domains. While it is not quite clear why B. subtilis exhibits 
chemotaxis towards alcohols, we discussed a couple of scenarios that could potentially 
address the physiological significance of alcohol chemotaxis in B. subtilis. 
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4.6. TABLES AND FIGURES 
 
Table 4.1. Strains used in this study. 
Strain Relevant genotype or description Reference 
5-alpha E. coli cloning host NEB 
BL21(DE3) E. coli protease deficient expression host Novagen 
GBS111 Saccharomyces cerevisiae CEN.PK113-7D Gift from Jin Lab6 
NCBI3610 Undomesticated wild type B. subtilis isolate BGSC7 
OI3269 Bacillus subtilis 168, trpC2  Ordal Lab8 
OI1085 trpF7 hisH2 metC133 che+ [57] 
PTS185 ΔmcpB This work 
PTS328 ΔhemAT This work 
PTS238 ΔmcpB ΔhemAT This work 
OI3545 Δ10mcp, ErmR, CmR, KanR ,che+ [32] 
OI3921 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpA, SpcR [21] 
OI3605 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpB, SpcR [34] 
OI3974 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpC, SpcR [21] 
OI4474 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpA, SpcR Chapter 2 
OI4475 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpB, SpcR Chapter 2 
OI4483 OI3545 amyE5720::tlpC, SpcR Chapter 2 
OI4476 OI3545 amyE5720::yfmS, SpcR Chapter 2 
OI4477 OI3545 amyE5720::yvaQ, SpcR Chapter 2 
OI4482 OI3545 amyE5720::hemAT, SpcR Chapter 2 
OI4479 OI3545 amyE5720::yoaH, SpcR Chapter 2 
PTS522 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpB[M1-V287] mcpA[L287-E661] This work 
PTS529 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpB[M1-Q359] mcpA[D359-E661] This work 
GBS103 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpB[M1-A374] mcpA[S374-E661] This work 
GBS104 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpB[M1-N397] mcpA[E397-E661] This work 
GBS090 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpB[M1-I433] mcpA[Q433-E661] This work 
PTS252 OI3545 amyE5720::mcpA[M1-Q358]-mcpB[D359-E662] This work 
  
                                               
6 This strain was a gift from Prof. Yong-Su Jin laboratory at UIUC. 
7 BGSC is short for Bacillus Genetic Stock Center. 
8 Unpublished strain was available at Dr. George W. Ordal laboratory strain collection. 
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Table 4.2. Plasmids used in this study. 
  
Plasmid Description Reference 
pET28a (+) His-tagged cloning vector for protein purification; KanR Novagen 
pJSpe Modified pJOE8999 optimized for Gibson assembly of homology templates; AmpR, KanR Chapter 2 
pPT058 pJSpe::mcpB (for mcpB knockout) Chapter 2 
pPT053 pJSpe::hemAT (for hemAT knockout) This work 
pAIN750 B. subtilis empty vector for integration at amyE; AmpR, SpcR [21] 
pPT200 pAIN750::mcpB[M1-V287] mcpA[L287-E661] This work 
pPT205 pAIN750::mcpB[M1-Q359] mcpA[D359-E661] This work 
pGB42 pAIN750::mcpB[M1-A374] mcpA[S374-E661] This work 
pGB43 pAIN750::mcpB[M1-N397] mcpA[E397-E661] This work 
pGB34 pAIN750::mcpB[M1-I433] mcpA[Q433-E661] This work 
pPT086 pAIN750::mcpA[M1-Q358]-mcpB[D359-E662] This work 
pGEX-6p-2::cheA GST-CheA overexpression plasmid [23] 
pGEX-6p-2::cheW GST-CheW overexpression plasmid [23] 
pGEX-6p-2::cheD GST-CheD overexpression plasmid [23] 
pGEX-6p-2::mcpAc GST-McpAc overexpression plasmid Ordal Lab 
pGEX-6p-2::mcpBc GST-McpBc overexpression plasmid Ordal Lab 
pGB46 6xHis-C terminal HemAT expression plasmid, pET28(a)::hemATC This work 
pSP10 6xHis-N terminal HemAT expression plasmid, pET28(a)::hemATN This work 
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Table 4.3. Oligonucleotides used in this study 
  
Name Sequence Purpose 
PT200F 5’ACCAGCATAGTAAGAATAGCCATGTCTACACATTATGAAAC 
PCR of homology 





PT116F 5’CCGATCGACTTTTCTTCAAC Target sequence for 
hemAT gene deletion PT116R 5’AAACGTTGAAGAAAAGTCGATCGG 
PT558F 5’CACAATCATTCCTGTTGTCAG Long PCR for 
construction of pPT200 PT558R 5’AAACCGAAAAACAGCGCTATC 
PT559F 5’AGCGCTGTTTTTCGGTTTTTATTCAATTTTAAATCGTTTGGTCATATC PCR of insert for 
construction of pPT200 PT559R 5’ACAACAGGAATGATTGTGTTGGCCGCAGCTATTATC 
PT567F 5’CTGAATAGCGCTGATCAGAG Long PCR for 
construction of pPT205 PT567R 5’AAACCGAAAAACAGCGCTATC 
PT568F 5’AGCGCTGTTTTTCGGTTTTTATTCAATTTTAAATCGTTTGGTCATATC PCR of insert for 
construction of pPT205 PT568R 5’TGATCAGCGCTATTCAGGATTCGGTAGACAATGTTGC 
GB050F 5’TGCGGTAAGCTGTTCGGAAG Long PCR for 




PCR of insert for 
construction of pGB42 
GB051R 5’CTTCCGAACAGCTTACCGCATCAGCTGCGCAAACGAGC 
GB052F 5’GTTTCCGTTTGAGAACTGC Long PCR for 
construction of pGB43 GB050R 5’AAACCGAAAAACAGCGCTATC 
GB051F 5’ATAGCGCTGTTTTTCGGTTTTTATTCAATTTTAAATCGTTTGGTC PCR of insert for 
construction of pGB43 GB053R 5’AGCAGTTCTCAAACGGAAACGAAAAACAAAACGAAAACATTG 
GB034F 5’GATAGATGCCTTTGTAATATCTGAC Long PCR for 
construction of pGB34 GB034R 5’AAACCGAAAAACAGCGCTATC 
GB035F 5’TAGCGCTGTTTTTCGGTTTTTATTCAATTTTAAATCGTTTGGTCATATC PCR of insert for 
construction of pGB34 GB035R 5’ATATTACAAAGGCATCTATCCAATCGACAGAAATTGCAAGTG 
PT279F 5’GTCACTTGCTCCTTCAGG Long PCR for 
construction of pPT086 PT279R 5’GACTCGGTGAACAATGTG 
PT280F 5’CATTGTTCACCGAGTCCTGGATGGCGTGTATGAG PCR of insert for 
construction of pPT086 PT280R 5’TGAAGGAGCAAGTGACATGAAAAAAATACTCCAACTCATAAAAC 
GB024F 5’GCCGCGCGGCAGCCATATGGCCCTTGAAGCGTTTCAAAGC Construction of 
pGB046 GB024R 5’TTTGCTGTCCACCAGTCATGTTATTCTTCTGTCAGGATGAC 
SP014F 5’GGTGCTCGAGTGCGGCCGCATACGCTTCAAGGACAAGC Construction of 
pSP010 SP014R 5’ACTTTAAGAAGGAGATATACATGTTATTTAAAAAAGACAGAAAACAAG 
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Figure 4.1. B. subtilis performs chemotaxis to short-chain alcohols. (A) Chemotaxis 
responses to different alcohols as determined using the capillary assay. Concentration of 
alcohols in these experiments was 0.5 M. At this concentration all tested alcohols were 




Figure 4.2. B. subtilis does not consume ethanol as a sole carbon source or when other 
carbon sources are present. (A) Growth of the wild type strain on 1 M ethanol in minimal 
condition (blue solid square) and ethanol concertation during the experiment (blue open 
square). As positive control, growth on 0.5% glucose was also monitored (red solid circle) 
and the concentration of glucose in the culture was determined (red open circle). (B) 
Growth of wild type strain when the cell cultures were supplemented with 0.01 M (black 
solid circle), 0.1 M (blue solid square), and 1 M (red solid triangle). Ethanol concentration 
during growth was also monitored (open symbols). 
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Figure 4.3. McpB and HemAT mediate chemotaxis to ethanol (A) Response of strains 
expressing just one chemoreceptor. (B) Response of single and double McpB and 












Figure 4.4. Both McpB and HemAT mediate chemotaxis towards short chain alcohols. 
Response of strains expressing just McpB or HemAT. Peak concentrations obtained from 











Figure 4.5. Ethanol activates CheA kinase activity when CheA is couples with McpB or 












Figure 4.6. In vitro UV spectroscopic characterization of interaction between ethanol and 





Figure 4.7. Methylation helices of McpB are involved in alcohol sensing. (A) Estimated 
domains of McpB full receptor as determined by domain prediction analysis and multiple 
sequence alignment. MH1, FB1 represent the methylation helix and flexible bundle, 
respectively, on the N-arm of the conserved cytoplasmic region. MH2, FB2 represent the 
methylation helix and flexible bundle, respectively, on the C-arm of the conserved 
cytoplasmic region. CS represent the conserved signaling region, which make contact 
with CheA and CheW proteins. (B) Chimeric receptor analysis between McpA and McpB 




Figure 4.8. In vitro characterization of ethanol binding cytoplasmic signaling regions of 
McpB and HemAT using Isothermal Titration calorimetry (ITC). Ethanol directly binds 
cytoplasmic signaling region of (A) McpB and (B) HemAT. (C) ITC experiments performed 
with McpA cytoplasmic module show weak and non-specific interaction between McpA 
and ethanol. (D) ITC experiments were performed with buffer only and ethanol to show 
heats of dilution effects. Three separate ITC experiments were performed for each case 














Figure 4.9. Undomesticated B. subtilis strain (NCBI 3610) inhibits growth of S. cerevisiae 
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